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The Regional Research Centre for the British territories in th%Caribbean came into being on ist September
i95^^Th^ucleus of the Centre has been formed from
thé staffs of thé three research schemes for bananas, cocoa
and soils which were wound up on 31st August, 1955.
The Soils Research Scheme made in May 19475 "provides for the undertaking of systematic soil-suxyeys,
together with related researches into ihe chemistry and
physics of the main soil-types, including an investigation
of the possible róle of trace-elements in West Indies
agriculture'^^rhis general aim is pursued iri the Soils
Research and Survey Section of the RJ^C. and to it is
added the broad interpretation of the results in terms of
land-usage and land-capability.
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INTRODUCTION
THE island of Jamaica is one of the four Greater Antilles
and lies in the Caribbean Sea between the latitudes of
170 42' N. and 1.8° 26' N., and the longitudes 760 22' W.
It is at its nearest points approximately 420 miles northeast from Central America at Cap Gracias a Dios in
Honduras, 500 miles north-west from South America at
Punta de Gallinas in Colombia, and 65 miles south from
» Cap de Cruz in Cuba. The island is divided for administrative purposes into 13 parishes, which approximate closely
to small countS#in England or the United States.
The parish of St. Catherine abuts on the south coast of
the island, immediately west of the capital city of Kingston.
Irregular in shape, with a maximum north-south
dimension of 28 miles and a maximum east-west dimension
of 20 miles, its area is 483 square miles, or more exactly
309,293 acres. It is the largest parish in the island.
The parish is bounded on the south by the sea, and on
the west by a line following the Clarendon Gully northwards from the sea to Colbeck and then almost following
the road through Content to Bellas Gate.' This boundary
then sidesteps two miles west and then runs north, passing
about 1 mile west of Ginger Ridge to a point half a mile
south-east of Crofts Hill and then going north-north-west

MAP

to the north-west corner of the parish just 1 mile east of
Pedro River. The northern boundary of the parish is
firstly a straight line from this north-west corner going
east-north-east to a point 2 miles past Hollymount and
then another straight line almost east to Guys Hill» The
boundary then turns south-south-east from Windsor
Castle through Pear Tree Grove, Sports Park and Rose
Hill, just east of Troja, and then nearly to Glengoffe. The
boundary then runs irregularly south to near Zion Hill,
then straight south-south-west through the Red Hills to the
edge of the Southern Plains near Caymanas Lagoon, and
from there follows the Ferry River to the sea.
This report, with its appendices and maps, is the result
of a survey of the land of St. Catherine carried out between
August, 1953, and April, 1955. The survey is part of
the operations of the British West Indies Soils Research
Scheme* which is administered by the Imperial College of
Tropical Agriculture under the provisions of C D . & W.
Scheme R.179. The field work was carried out mainly
by Mr. K. C. Vernon and this is his report. He received
at various times help from Mr. T. F. Finch, soil surveyor
* Incorporated into the Regional Research Centre on 1st September, 1955.

1.

of the B.W.I. Soils Researeh?|§|5heme, and frojgLMeÉfïë.
C. A. Lewis and Hugh .Payne, T^and Use Officers of the
Jamaica Department of Agriculture.
It is felt that the style and layout of the report will be
critically received by some who, naturally, may consider
that the basic detail of soil characters in an account of
the soils of an area should be the last item to be relegated
to an appendix. In the present instance this has been
done with a specific purpose. Our terms of reference
under C D . & W. Scl^me R.179 are to survey and study
the soils of the British West Indian islands as a means of
improving the standards of West Indian agriculture. For
the report to be of value in the Caribbean Region it is
essential that it shall be read and studied. To attain this
end, therefore, the report must above all be readable and
interesting to those whose primary purpose is in the
application of our soils studies and not in their detail.
Those who administer and formulate agricultural policy
employ specialists to advise them and it is precisely this
role that we play. The main body of the text is then
intended to provide a systematised procedure which has
evolved from our more intense study of the region. It is
our earnest hope that those in position to decide upon
and carry out our recommendations will be won to our
view-point. This is epitomised in our early treatment of
the interplay of those factors which carve for a particular

environment a set oMfitr|y well-defined properties, in
themselves precursors of Me form of agriculture that is
optimum under the environment obtaining. If we will
succeed in this preliminary, the almost systematic procedures and recommendations embodied in our final
chapter will already be on the high road to positive application in St. Catherine. Attainment of this goal will give
us our reward—that from our diligent studies lasting
benefits will accrue.
For the student whose interest in soils is more strictly
academic, we have included in the appendix all our
detailed observations and data. It has been presented in
a way which will be readily recognised as conforming to
the standardised procedures of the U.S. Soil Survey
Manual. Results of soil analyses are not included in the
appendix, since it is intended separately to publish a
pedological account of the soils of Jamaica at a later date.
T. A. JONES,
Hear! of Department of Soil Survey and
Research,
Regional Research Centre,
Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture,
Trinidad, B.W.I.
December, 1956.
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PART I
FACTORS

AFFECTING

LAND

Climate
The general meteorology of Jamaica-has been studied
intensively, even as early as 1904, by Maxwell Hall. The
parish of St. "Catherine, however, possesses few reliable
climatic records except rainfall. Quite considerable
differences in climate occur within the parish although
these are mainly differences of degree rather than of
pattern.
(i) Temperature. No reliable records of temperature
exist, but analogy with other parts of the island provides
the following temperature ranges on the coastal plains:
Hottest Month Coolest Month
(July or
(January or
August)
February)
Average daily maximum
9i°F.
79°F.
„
„ minimum
70°F.
62°F.
At elevations of about 2,000 feet, a maximum temperature
for the hottest month would be in the region of 90°F. and
a minimum for the coolest month of between 48°-50°F.
(ii) Humidity. There are no humidity records, but air
humidity in Jamaica is generally high and the parish of
St. Catherine will not differ from the natural island pattern.
The usual range of relative hiunidity is from saturation at
about 4.00 a.m., dropping rather quickly after sunrise to
60-70% until about 3.00 p.m.
(iii) Rainfall. Records for rainfall exist for 25 stations
spread throughout the parish and extend over periods
12-.
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varying from 8-89 years. Rainfall varies from an> annual
average of 30 inches in the south-east to over 100 inches
in the mountains to the north. Both thesefiguresare,
however, from relatively small areas and a more general
range would be from 35-90 inches per annum. Current
local opinion contends that rainfall is diminishing and is
" not what it used to be." This is not borne out by
records. On the other hand, deforestation and erosion
have induced greater run-off and less infiltration of rain
into the soil, producing drier ground conditions and more
intermittent stream flow. These factual observations
have led to confusion of cause and effect and there is little
willingness in the shrouded local opinion to attribute the
general decline of conditions to the real reason—unsound
land use.
Fig. 1 shows the annual rainfall pattern for the whole of
St. Catherine parish, but the following monthly totals in
inches illustrate the differing regimes of the plains and
hills:—
Plains
Hills
(Hartlands) (Point Hill)
January
1-45
3 33
February
3-20
1-32
March ...
i-6o
4-56
April ...
5-52
2-97
May
11-32
5-25
June ...
3-98
8-46
July ...
.
0-91
6-68
August...
3-29
10-41
September
10-65
4-51
October
14-91
7-38
November
9.99
5-15
December
4-18
381

10
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The annual rainfall pattern by monthly totals is very similar
for all stations regardless of variation in annual total.
There are no really rainless months, but two drier periods
are centred around February and July. On the plains,
however, the winter months are almost rainless, their
rainfall being so light as to be virtually ineffective. Even
in the hills during this period the light showers may be
many days apart and little moisture penetrates the soil to
benefit plant growth.
The first rainy period of the year, appropriately called
the " May rains," is very important and timely to the
agriculturist. Although normally the total rain that falls
at this time is not great, yet the effective rainfall, i.e. rain
absorbed by the relatively dry soils, is probably very high
and non-effective jun-off is a minimum. During the rainy
season of September-November non-effective run-off
arising frr-tntorrential rains often falling on well-wetted^
soils is p ' T|$*va maximum, although the total amount of
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effective rainfall absorbed by the soil is probably higher
than during the rest of the year.
Much of the rainfall on the plains is convectional from
local showers or thunderstorms, rather than the more
general orographic rainfall experienced in the hills. The
low annual average and unreliability of the regime is
reflected in the vegetation and arid soil ch,. -eristics of
the area and accordingly in the n-~•'
.. and necessary
land use.
It is appropriate in the present context to mention one
anomalous area in the hilly portion of the parish. The
area occurs on the limestone plateau and includes some
limestone hills. The main sou has been called St. Ann
Clay Loam which, due to its poor moisture retention and
to the porosity of the underlying rock, produces an
ecologically drier habitat than its rather high rainfall leads
one to expect. These environmental conditions help
largely in deciding the type of land use and agricultural
practices that are outlined for this soil type later in this
report.
We may generalise the rainfall of the parish into four
major rainfall areas which correspond closely with
boundaries of physiographic areas to be later defined.
(a) rainfaU 3o"-5o" Coastal plains.
(*) rainfall 5o"-6o" (i) The southern fringe of the
white limestone hills, including
the low Kitson Town Plateau,
(ii) The mountainous area of
the metamorphosed series
centred on Juan de Bolas.
(c) rainfall 6o"-75" The interior basins of St.
Thomas-Ye-Vale, Lluidas Vale
and Guanaboa Vale.
(d) rainfall 75"-9o" (i) The main higher extent of
the white limestone hills,
(ii) The two granodiorite areas
of Harker's Hall and Troja.
(iv) Prevailing Winds. Usually gentle to moderate
trade winds blow for most of the year over St. Catherine
from north-east, east and south-east In thë&ajny season,
from October to December, heavier winds accompanied
by cool weather and much rain may blow for as much as
3 or 4 days at a time. These winds, known as " Northers "
from their direction, would not be of much consequence
except for the susceptibility of one of St. Catherine's crops
—bananas—to damage by quite moderate wind speeds.
In addition, the parish is subject to occasional hurricanes,
bringing devastating winds and torrential rains which are
of catastrophic or moderate effect, according to the distance
from the centre of the storm. The hurricane season lasts
from June to December.

Below is given a table of the geological deposits and
formations to be seen in St. Catherine, with approximate
correlations between the terms used by Sawkins and by
Hill.
SAWKINS

Recent Alluvium
Old Alluvium
?

HILL

Recent Alluvium
Old Alluvium
?
Interior
Basin deposits
White Limestone Cobre, Moneague ~| n
Montpelier
hserieT
formation
J öenes
Yellow
Cambridge Blue Mountain
Limestone
Beds
Series
Trappean Series Various
?
Metamorphosed
series
Gr'
orite
Granodiorite

AGE

Recent;*i|!
(PleistocSie
(Recent W
Pliocene ?).
Oligocene. Eocene to
Cretaceous* 3 ^ :

P^isppiigocene.

The geology and lithology of the parish may bjf'discussed
under six main headings and some minor ones.
(a) Alluvium. This occurs mainly on the St. Catherine
Plain as a belt 1} to 5 miles deep betweerMhe sea to the
south and the white limestonetshiJ|.S;>:^^^^^rth, and
extends from east to west of the parish for izf miles. It is
chiefly formed of older alluvial deposits—mostly sands,
gravels and sandy clays—of possibly Pleistocene to Recent
age, from the Ferry and Rio Cobre Rivers and Coleburns,
Bowers and Clarendon Gullies. Most of the materials in
these alluvia come from the rocks north of and older than
the white ljr^stone—the Granodiorite, " Trappean
Series," ''
umorphosed Series," etc., to be mentioned
later. Much of ..üese old alluvia and their soils are saline,
suggesting their deposition occurred at or even below sea
level when the land was relatively L wer than today. About
cnt \xt\ of the area of the St. Catherine Plain is, however,
formed of recent alluvia from the above-mentioned rivers.
These are mainly of sandy material.
Other areas of alluvium are associated with the inland
valleys of some of the parish's rivers and are mainly strips of
recent alluvium of small extent but of relatively large
agricultural importance. ^Such areas are mostly within
the parish's two main " interior basins " of Lluidas Vale
and St. Thomas-Ye-Vale.
(b) Interior Èasin Deposits. These are very varied
deposits of alluvial, colluvial and possibly of lacustrine
origin that occupy much of the floors of what are known
in Jamaica as inteiior basins. These deposits, of very
mixed origin, vary from gravels through sandy deposits
to fine argillaceous material. The interior basins are often
fault-bounded depressions mainly surrounded by limestone
and often with much subterranean drainage. Such basins
are St. Thomas-Ye-Vale, Lluidas Vale, and the minor ones
of Guanaboa Vale and Rio Magno and will be discussed in
the later section of this report on Relief and Drainage.
(c) White Limestone. The white limestone area is the
largest lithological unit in the parish. The limestone is
normally very hard, almost massive and remarkably* pure,
often with chalky or flintjnbeds, although occasionally With
some softer beds of a m#re. rubbly nature. This 'rock
type is resistant to weatijjeririg and forms the cap of the
great limestone plateau of Jamaica. The cap is usually
irregular and dissected, often producing cockpit topography
with frequent precipitous slopes and much exposed rock.
Ejren where the limestone is less dissected, it shows many
of the features of karst country such as clints, grykes,
dry valleys and many sink holes. Although forming the

Geology and Lithology*
The only comprehensive published information' on the
geology of the parish, by Sawkins (1869)! and by Hill
(1899)$ respectively, are somewhat sketchy and inaccurate
as might be exp~ 'ed from their dates. Certainly as
regards St. Cathen,
"y are r„ot as detailed and reliable
as might be desired :
' * <?es of Soil Survey.
* See Map 2.
t Geology of Jamais
«vkins et al. Mem. Geol. Surv.
London. (Pt. II W.I. St.. oey), iiJ69. Longmans Green.
t Geology and Physical Geography of Jamaica: R. T . HUI, Bui.
Mus. Compar. Zoo1 j-Havard XXXIV. Camb. Mass. U.S
1899.
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limestone plateau of the interior of Jamaica, the base of
feet at Hollymount in the north. It; is not so much,
the white limestone varies in St. Catherine from nearly
however, variation in elevat&|fègfls in land form or
2,000 feet to below sea level on the south coast.
physiography that is of importances
. iM^
The white limestone forms the hills in the north-west
The parish falls naturally intg|^^^pajk)r anfcsjf|is^ v
and north of the parish, and also to the east and west of
minor physiographic divisions t whdp^>pc^raMiyMa^•''"*
the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin, but its main extent is the
from mature to extremely youtluul/'^&e.jlp^^itjof
great east-west range of hills bounding the St. Catherine
divisions are:—
]11P^
Plains on their northern side. It is also exposed in several
(a) The Coastal Plain. This plain^pEries from sea
small " islands " standing up out of the plain and in the v/ level to some 100 feet in height at the base of the limestone
two large isolated " islands between plain and sea that
hills on its northern edge. It is very flat in relief, with a
form the Hellshire Hills.
very slight but constant seaward slope, only relieved by
(d) " Trappean Series." This term was used by Sawkins
occasional small hollows where intermittent streams or
to include a group of varied rocks, still not clearly underreal rivers have entrenched themselves in the general
stood. Much of the group consists of conglomerates,
surface of the plain.
ashes and ashy shales, containing constituent basic material.
(b) The Interior Basins. There are two major interior
Trhe shales are by now mostly deeply weathered and leached,
basins almost surrounded by limestone hills. They are
and usually red, red-brown or yellow-brown in colour.
the basins of St. Thomas-Ye-Vale and Lluidas Vale, in
These " Trappean " rocks occur mainly near Guy's Hill
area about 36 and 8 square miles respectively. These
and in an area south of Point Hill and form steeply-sloping
basins are mainly fault-defined and are from 500 to 2,000
dissected country. There is one small window of
feet lower than their surrounding hills. Their floors are
" Trappean " conglomerate in the white limestone south
mainly undulating, often with " islands" of limestone
of the Giblatore River.
rising above the general level, and containing areas of
recent alluvium along entrenched present river courses.
(e) The " Metamorphosed Series." This again is a
In the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin ponds are common on
rather vague term, inclusive of a group of rocks varying
poorly
drained sites. Stream courses and the drainage
from hornfels and porphyry, to metamorphosed conof these basins are frequently characteristically subglomerates and shales. These rocks are in general, pale
terranean or through gorges cut through the limestone.
brown or grey-brown when weathered and occupy one
large and one small extent in the parish. The large area
Two minor basins of small extent are those of Rio Magno
and Guanaboa Vale.
is that centred on and south of the hill of Juan de Bolas,
in the west of the parish; the small area is that to the
(c) The White Limestone Hills. This is the largest
south and south-west of Guy's Hill, on the northern scarp
single physiographic division in the parish. It extends
slope of the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin. Both areas
down from the central plateau of the island in arms that
display characteristic very steep youthful topography.
enfold the interior basins and then join to form a long
east-west bar of hills to the north of the coastal plains.
(ƒ) " Granodiorite." Two major and three minor
An isolated expanse of white limestone is seen in the
outcrops of granodiorite occur in the parish. The granoHellshire Hills which rise on the coast at the southern
diorite is weathered very deeply and even in exposures
edge of the plains.
20 feet deep the rock will crumble in the hand. When
In general, the white limestone hills show rugged cockpit
fresh it is a pale acid to neutral crystalline igneous rock
topography and many scarp slopes with frequent rock
of intermediate texture, mainly consisting of feldspars and
outcrops. An exception to this is the low plateau to the
ferro-magnesian minerals with but little quartz. When
north-west of Spanish Town in the triangle between
weathered, it retains its original structure and jointing, is
Springfield, Bellevue and Guanaboa Vale where there are
extremely friable and is very permeable as the feldspars
gentle slopes and less rock outcrops.
have become merely soft pseudomorphs. Most of the
ferro-magnesian minerals too, in weathering, have left
/ (d) The Mountain Physiography of the Areas of the
residual iron oxides endowing the " rock " with a very
Metamorphosed Series. This is mainly seen in the westpale brown or pale yellow-brown colour.
central section of the parish, surrounded by a line passing
through the edge of the Point Hill Plateau, Watermount,
(g) Yellow Limestone Series. This series occurs in
Macca Tree, St. John's, Woodhall, Content and the
several small areas immediately below the white limestones.
western parish boundary. Another such area is exposed
A variable thickness of acid yellow-brown to red-brown
in the northern scarp of the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin
shales, with some intercalated sandy beds, is followed
above by impure flaggy, chalky or nodular limestones of . north of Berkshire Hall, Redwood and Rio Magno.
Topography is truly mountainous in character, with very
yellow-grey or pale yellow-brown colour. There may
steep-sided youthful valleys and much active geological
also be some reefs of nodular impure soft limestone in the
erosion. The elevations vary from 2,743 feet on Juan
underlying shales. The series mainly occurs on the
de Bolas Hill to below 1,000 feet in some valleys.
Point Hill Plateau, and on the plateau near Macca Tree
and St. Faith's. Other smaller areas occur scattered
(e) The Mountain Physiography of the Areas of
through the parish north of the St. Catherine Plains.
Granodiorite. This is seen in two major areas. Firstly,
in the east-central section of the parish, the Mount
Relief and Drainage*
Industry, Glengoffe, Zion Hill, Harkers Hall area is
Relief is very directly related to the geology and
entirely of granodiorite and is drained by the Rio Pedro
geological history of the parish and hence it is as varied
and its tributaries. Secondly, the Troja Basin is nearly
as the rocks and structures beneath. In elevation, the
all granodiorite and forms the catchment of the upper
parish varies from sea level to a maximum of over 3,000
Rio D'oro. There are three smaller granodiorite areas,
t See Map 4.
* See Map 3.
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one as a window in the limestone on the RiversdaleRio Magno road, another about 2 miles north-east of
Rio Magno, and a third at the western boundary of the
parish near Connors. In all these areas topography is
very youthful with characteristic steep slopes, knife-edge
ridges, zig-zag valleys with interlocking spurs, and very
active geological erosion.
Minor physiographical areas which should be noted
are:—
(i) Small recent alluvial areas—usually in the form of
riparian strips along present rivers. These areas are
mainly to be seen along the „rivers in the interior basins.
They are of recent alluvium and are normally subject to
occasional flooding of short duration.
(ii) The Benbow Plateau. This plateau, some of which
is in St. Catherine, is at the top of the northern scarp of
St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin, where rocks beneath the
white limestone are exposed. It is not a true plateau
but shows hilly dissected topography and is formed of
yellow limestone shales, and of tuffs, tuffaceous shales and
conglomerates of the so-called " Trappean series." These
rocks are all deeply weathered and form soils showing
greater development than is expected of true lithosols
occurring on steeper slopes.
(iii) The Point Hill Plateau. This plateau is about
21 miles long with a maximum width of f mile and is
mainly composed of yellow limestone formation shales and
some yellow limestone, with residual " islands " of hard
white limestone, rising from the plateau floor. It is faultbounded, of undulating to hilly topography and is skirted
on the east by the higher white limestone hills and on the
west by the mountain topography of the metamorphosed
series. A similar, but smaller aisea, is found in the district
around Macca Tree and St. Faiths. In this cas>-, the
white limestone is to the south and the metamorphosed
series to the north.
(iv) A small triangular area of apparently " Trappean "
conglomerates may be seen about i mile south-south-east
of Springvale as a fault-enclosed window in the white
limestone. The northern edge of the window follows the
Giblatore River, and its steep mountain-type topography
is most distinctive when surrounded. }>v limestone cockpit
topography.
Fully three-quarters oi^e Rïssh is drained < m a sou therly
direction by the Rio^Sbre and § rr ^ibutaries. The
remainder of the parish is drained si. 'thwards by the
Clarendon Gully, the Bowers Gully (known as the
Plantain River in fes upper course^ the Coleburns Gully
(the Worlds End Gully and Mountain River in its upper
course) and the Ferry Rive*,
ther with a few very
minor water-courses on the plains. In the youthful
mountain topography of their upper reaches, most rivers
and streams have considerable gradient with uneven profiles
and rocky beds. Run-off from steep slopes in tir JS of
heavy rain causes " flash " floods. Considerable temporary
impedance to communications may result, but there is
little real damage to crops on alluvial flats, since these
floods are 01' short duration.
Much of the drainage of the parish is effected by intermittent streams, and in the main it is only the large rivers
that flow all the year. In the limestone areas nearly all
drainage is underground. Even large streams may sink
on meeting the limestone, to re-appear a considerable
distance away. This happens in the- case of the Rio
Cobre. Flowing intermittently across the Lluidas Vale
Basin, at the margin of which it sinks, it re-appears at

the surface from Riverhead Cave 2 | miles east on the
edge of the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin. • After a short
surface course it sinks again to re-appear once more after
about I mile as the Black River, the main branch of the
Rio Cobre in this basin. In the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale
Basin the rivers are intermittent and have a rather gentle
fall in their courses, which have become entrenched into
the undulating floor of the basin. Occasionally, springs
rise in -the basin floor from underground limestone
storage, the largest one being the Blue Hole near Bog Walk.
Vegetation
It is doubtful if there is in St. Catherine a single acre
of untouchea original natural vegetation. Almost certainly
the whole of the parish north of the Coastal Plain was
originally covered by forest of varying type which has been
cut through for timber and fuel,-or cleared and cultivated
or grazed at one time or another. In some places this
may have happened more than once. The plains were
probably mainly thorn scrub or thorn-savannah and now
have been modified by clearing and cultivation or by the
spread of introduced grasses.
Forest clearing probably commenced very early in St.
Catherine and was probably pursued more actively here in
early days than in any other parish. The Spaniards,
already had extensive grazing grounds in the plains before
1650. By 1774 there were 24,810 slaves and 23,571 cattle,
79 sugar properties and 238 other settlements, yet the
interior of the parish couldstill be spoken of as " abounding
in fine timber."
It may be assumed that after emancipation and with the
spread of email-holding cultivation especially on higher
and higher lands, more and more forest vegetation was
being exploited, and then cleared. After 1880 the Rio
Cobre Irrigation Scheme meant a great increase of cultivated land on the plains too. From 1895 bananas became
extremely important as an export crop especially on the
plains, and later resurgence of sugar and the recent very
rapid increase of rice-growing has meant much more land
on the plains used for irrigated cultivated crops.
Today, the only small areas of " forest" are scattered
woodlands on some steep slopes in the higher limestone
hills. Even these have been combed for timber, charcoal
and firewood, perhaps over and over again in the last
two hundred years, and these scattered woodlands do not
merit the name " forest "• certainly they are not to be
referred to as " abounding in fine timber."
Certain interesting features of the present day vegetation
of the parish justify mention since they, attain importance
in current land use.
(a) The great importance in the; present vegetation of
introduced plants and trees. Bjmboo, Almond Tree
(Terminalia catappa), Ackee (Bl&0&/sig$da), Breadfruit,
Jakfruit, many Mango varietie:^^^^^^GUrus varieties,
Cacao, Bananas and plantains ë§|ppiei|g6ïÊ types, Sugarcane, Rice, Coffee, etc., are ^ ^ ^ t i ^ i j e t i o n s . These
introduced species have a very greatiffilpÈii on the present
landscape, plant cover and local economy. In addition,
there are of course many introduced plants in food gardens
and also amongst the grasses. Of the latter the most
important introduction is Guinea grass. Seymour grass
{Andropogon pertusus) is extremely widespread on the
drier plains and may be looked on as a weed-grass of
poor feeding value.
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{b) The distribution of the common pasture grasses.
In the mountainous areas of the metamorphosed series
and the granodiorite, Guinea grass is the main grass over
shallow lithosolic soils and in fact often comes in as a
complete pasture and fallow cover between cultivations.
In the interior basins, on mainly clayey soils, the dominant
pasture grass is Flat grass {Axonopus compressus), whilst
Pimento or Crab grass {Stenotaphrum secondatum) is dominant on, and almost restricted to, soils in the limestone
hills. On the plains, most pastures are of Guinea grass,
if irrigated, and unirrigated grazing areas are usually
completely taken over by Seymour grass.
Most pastures, except on the plains, are weedy and
unkempt and among many others four weeds predominate.
These are Mimosa pudica, Guava {Psidium guyava), Marigold {Wedèlia trilobata) and Logwood {Haematoxylon
campechianum). Widespread undesirable grasses are Foxtail {Andropogon bicornis), Needle grass {Imptrata sp.),
Sourgrass {Pqspalum conjugatum) and Wiregrass {Sporbolus
Indicus).
The People and Their Agriculture
Much of St. Catherine has been cleared and used or
misused for over 200 years; very little of the parish still
remains Crown Land. With a population density over
an average of 250 persons per square mile, man must
therefore be considered a very real factor influencing the
state of the land in St. Catherine today.
The population of the parish at the last census in 1943
was 121,032. Over the seventy-two years between 1871
and 1943 th e population increase was 105% of the 1871
total, whilst between 1921 and^943 there was an increase
of 25%. This increase has almost certainly been maintained to the present day and by today probably there are
over 135,000 individuals or 280 to the square mile in
St. Catherine. Furthermore, with the exception of
Spanish Town, the villages of Old Harbour, Old Harbour
Bay, Bog Walk, Linstead and Ewarton, the plains (which
are mainly large properties and estates) and the sparsely
populated higher limestone hills, people appear fairly
uniformly distributed over the rest of the parish.
Present Land Use
(i) FOREST AND WOODLAND: AS mentioned earlier, there
is no true natural forest remaining in the parish. However, in some parts of the limestone hills, particularly in the
north-west corner of the parish around Mount Diablo and
in the hills south of St. Thomas-Ye-Vale, there is woodland more or less disturbed by the cutting of timber trees
and firewood. Rocky hillsides in parts of the limestone
hills are also allowed to grow into mixed woodland,
although these latter areas merge into " ruinate " land.
There are some areas planted with timber trees, principally mahoe and cedar, but they are too small and too few
to be of much importance. More planting of these trees
on steep and broken land that is dangerous or uneconomic
to crop or pasture should be encouraged.
(ii) RUINATE AND BUSH: Ruinate land is land which has
been cultivated or grazed and which, through neglect or
misuse, has become overgrown with weeds, shrubs and
saplings. In this category must be placed poor pasture
in which naturally seeded trees have been left during
infrequent cutting of weed and shrub growth. Most of
this ruinate is merely neglected overgrown land producing
only very inferior grazing for cattle and goats.

(iii) PASTURES^ A large area of the parish is pasture land
of one type or another. The total area under pasture is
however decreasing with the increase, in recent years, of
land under rice, cane and citrus. Much of the pasture land
must be frankly considered as carrying unimproved pastures, for the only care and attention they receive is a
periodical brushing, down (often biannual) of any shrub
growth such as Guava, Logwood, Acacia, etc.
Occasionally, such weeds may be dug out when a pasture
is cleaned more thoroughly than usual.
The main pasture grasses are Flat grass {Axonopus
compressus), Pimento or Crab grass {Stenotaphrum secondatum), Guinea grass {Panicum maximum) and Seymour
grass {Andropogon pertusus) and each is characteristic of
a different area of the parish. Flat grass is the dominant
grass of pasture in the interior basins, on some soils of
the gentler slopes of the granodiorite and metamorphosed
series, and on the mixed son's of the Point Hill, Macca
Tree and Benbow Plateaux. Pimento grass* is almost
restricted to soils over limestone. On some of the
excessively drained lithosols as occur over the granodiorite
and metamorphosed series, Guinea grass is dominant but
its greatest extent is in the irrigated pastures over old
alluvium on the dry Southern Plains where Pangola grass
|s also now being planted. In neglected areas and unirrigated tracts on the Southern Plains Seymour grass
spreads rapidly and will even invade Guinea grass pastures
if the latter are badly managed. Swampy depressions in
the plains favour growth of Para grass.
Some of the pastures of the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin
are planted with coconuts at fairly wide spacing. Inferior
grass growth from the shade produced by the trees reduces
thereby the effective pasture area considerably. Further
reduction of area results from the practice of piling fallen
fronds and husks ar und the bases of the trees. These
piles, although no doubt good for the trees in supplying
rotting organic matter, form centres of weed growth and
seeding in the pastures. In all fairness it must be
considered that most of the return from coconut pastures
;4Ë&Bis from the field fruits, and such fields are apt to be
regarded as coconut fields aather than as pastures.
No instance of the use of fertilisers on pastures has
been encountered in the parish during the course of the
survey except at Bodies Agricultural Station. However,
in connection with the general care and improvement of
pastures, it must be appreciated that fertilisers are relatively
dear in Jamaica and beef brings a very low price by world
standards. The considerable dairy industry on the St.
Catherine plains should however benefit apprecjajSÊr from
the use of improved types of pasture grasses and good
management, including the use of fertilisers.
(iv) CULTIVATED CROPS: Of the fourteen island gfrishes,.
St. Catherine was in 1942 the first in production of afmatto,
coffee and milk, second in cacao, third in bananas, sugarcane and grape-fruit and fourth in cattle and oranges.
World War II and various economic factors have altered
this and the present situation with respèp^K^ various
crops produced in the parish is given belasgs&i'the form
of brief notes.
Bananas : War and Panama Disease caused a marked decline
in production, but by 1950 banana cultivation wa§ again on the
increase. This was partly due to purchasing agreements with
Britain and partly due to increased plantings of the Lacatan
variety of banana which is resistant to Panama Disease. In the
past bananas were grown on many soils in the parish regardless
of suitability. Now main production is on Recent Alluvial
strips in interior basins, and on irrigated Recent Alluvial soils on
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the St. Catherine plains. Many bananas, however, still come
from small cultivators in every part of the parish.
Sugar-Cane : Sugar-cane production has shown a steady
regular increase over the last fourteen years. The crop is grown
mainly on interior basins, Old Alluvial and Recent Alluvial soils,
although plantings by small holders occur on nearly every other
soil in the parish. Sugar-cane is one of the few crops in St.
Catherine in which mechanical cultivation plays an important
part, while on sugar estates and larger cane farms fertiliser use is
widespread. A common fertiliser dressing is 300 lb. ammonium
sulphate applied in one or two dressings in spring or summer,
irrespective of soil type.
Citrus : Since 1950 considerable replanting has been undertaken, mainly of oranges. The larger citrus orchards are situated
on interior basin soils although small areas occur throughout the
parish north of the St. Catherine plains. The use of fertilisers
in citrus is increasing, due in large part to advice from a central
growers' organisation.
Coffee : St. Catherine was in 1942 the leading coffee producing
parish in Jamaica. Since then production has slightly increased,
although few coffee fields exist ftfthe majority is grown in mixed
cultivations or in mixed tree crops. Some new coffee has been
planted since 1950 and more coffee cherry is being marketed
under Government auspices and processed in central factories.
Cacao : This product is found scattered all over the parish
north of the southern plains and is largely " gathered " from
relics of old cacao cultivation now remaining in areas of mixed
cultivation or tree crops. In recent years there has been a little
planting of young cacao of improved varieties.
Coconuts : Many coconut trees are to be found on field'boundaries, on irrigated alluvial land on the southern plain?
and more or less scaJSfered over all the hill soils of the parish.'
Very few are found on the limestone hills. The largest coconut
area is the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin.
Rice : There has been a spectacular growth of rice into a
major
crop. In 1942 there was an estimated 20 acres of rice ;
by x 955 the acreage must exceed 5,000. The increase has been
at the expense of pasture and ruinate land ; the crop is planted
almost entirely on the irrigated Old Alluvial soils of the southern
plains.
Annatto : This is gathered from s o b e r e d bushes in a semiwild state, although there is a concentration of planting often in
mixed cultivation in the Treadways district of St. Thomas-YeVale.
Tobacco : Recent economic factors in the cigar market have
appreciably reduced the production of tobacco. Most of>jhe
crop is produced within a radius of 2-3 miles from Old H a j ^ ^ f c
mainly on Old Alluvial soils often surprisingly alkaline.
Pineapples : Most pineapple plantings are on interior basin
soils, often as interplantings through citrus. Optimistic hopes
of making this a relatively important crop have so far not been
realised.
Ground Provisions : Under this heading is put many of the
numerous crops grown in mixed cultivations by small cultivators.
They include cocoes, dasheen, yams, cassava, sweet potatoes,
corn, congo peas, plantains, etc. Most of these are subsistence
crops, 1^^ quantities of them all find their way to the weekly local
and Kingston markets.
Food Trees: Intermingled with small cultivators' mixed
ground provisions, as groups of trees or as mixed shade with
coffee and cacao may be found a valuable source of food and
incomajSlphe small cultivator of the hills—" food trees." These
inclu&lphango, bread fruit, avocado pear, naseberry (sapodilla),
jak früEgtTötarffiite apple, star apple, soursop, custard apple and
ackee>*-'jSuch associations, or " food forests " provide an excellent
and appropriate form of land.use on much steep erodible land.
Livestm^v^ëef
and Milk : There are very few pure-bred
cattle in th'&EJjygsh... The local " common cow," as it is so called,
has in itne teiwfeandred years or so been crossed with many
introduced breeds. Draught cattle consist partly of pure Indian
cattle of various breeds, but mainly of Indian and local crosses.
BeeJ/'cattle are mainly Indian x local or Indian x Red Poll or
Angus, or local x Red Poll or Angus crosses, although there are
examples of pure Aberdeen Angus and Brahmans. The beef
cattle are mainly kept on the Southern Plains and in the interior
basins, but others exist with small cultivators in the hills. Dairy
cattle are usually local cattle with an admixture of some imported
breed (Holstein, Jersey or Guernsey), but the Jamaica Hope

breed (a derivative of Montgomery x Jersey)- is increasing in
numbers. There has been an appreciable increase in milk
and dual purpose cattle. This is partly due to small cultivators
producing milk for delivery to the central condensery at Bog
Walk and partly to satisfy the growing needs of the Kingston
market. .
Pigs are mainly kept around homesteads and fed on kitchen
and food garden waste. Most of the pigs are of a nondescript
type as there is no large scale pig breeding programme pursued.
I n a similar way poultry in the parish, although occurring in
large numbers, are practically all " door yard " fowls. There is
no poultry farming.
Goats are kept on a moderate scale for meat and hide and
very few are milked. Most of them are tethered daily and still
remain a great aid to erosion.
The parish contains very few horses. Mules are kept for
riding and haulage and in this latter respect used in mixed yokes
with d&nkeys. Donkeys are numerous and are used to pull light
carts," often in the typical Jamaican way with three animals
abreast.

(v) USE OF FERTILISERS: Use of fertilisers in the parish
is still limited. Sugar-cane, when grown by large farmers,
is nearly all given fertiliser, but too often the dressing is
a standard one of say 300 lbs. sulphate of ammonia per
year, irrespective of soil type. Some estates, notably
Innswood and Worthy Park, use different dressings for
individual fields.
Apart from sugar-cane, few crops receive fertiliser
applications, Citrus, through advice from a central
growers' association, is benefiting from an increasing use
of fertilisers. Fertiliser application for bananas has
recently started, but little is known of the requirements of
this crop on different soils. Fortunately, a series of
experiments has been started in an attempt to provide this
information. Lack of fertiliser practice for pastures has
been previously mentioned while very little is known of
suitable fertilisers and methods of application for rice in
St. Catherine.
Planters cannot in general be blamed for showing caution
in the use of fertilisers. The vital economic factor in
yield response to fertiliser application requires for its
evaluation extensive experimental data both for different
crops and for these crops on different soils. It is hoped
that this survey will point the way to siting these experiments and to the areas in which data from these experiments may be reasonably applied.
Recent Trends in Land Use
The last available figures for types of farms in St.
Catherine are for the year 1942 and are given below:—
Type of Farm
Banana
Beef Cattle ...
Citrus
Coconut
Coffee
Dairy
Livestock ...
Mixed
Roots
Sugar-Cane...
Tobacco
Other
Total ...
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Number
29

5
5
3
12

33
60

6,427
162
124
15
22

...

6,897

These farms in 1942 were operated in the following
manner:—
Number of
Farms
Operated by owner
4>366
' ^ T * » manager
75
„
„ tenant
413
.,
„
„ and owner
2,043
Total

of erosion. In St. Catherine, all stages from large areas of
accretion in swamps and mangrove flats at river mouths,
and in recent alluvial areas of the plains, to some areas of
severe erosion on hill lands can be seen.
The following table gives an estimate of numbers of
holdings in different size groups in 1950 based on available
figures for 1942. The information was obtained from a
1950 sample survey of agricultural production:—
Size of Group
(acres)

6,897

Changes since 1942 have involved an increase in the
total number of farms and also in the number of farms
operated bv owner. This has followed from fragmentation
ofSome •lafge^'noldings and consequent increase in land
settlement. The number of mixed farms thereby will
also have increased. The " roots " type of farm would
probably be absent from any up-to-date census, as this
type was probably associated with the war-time food
production drive. A category not even considered in
1942—rice farms—would however be well represented
today.
In general, recent changes in land use have been dominated by increased acreages under f#urxrops—sugar-cane,
bananas, rice and citrus—at thelSJfpense of pasture and
ruinate land. Increased production of milk too, at the
expense of numbers of draught and beef cattle, is attributable to two main causes. These are the opening of the
condensery at Bog Walk and its associated widespread
collecting routes, and the increased demand for fresh milk
in Kingston. The spectacular increase in rice production
has already been referred to.
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Nearly 80% of all holdings are less than 10 acres extent
(52% less than 5 acres), over 18% are between 10 and 50
acres and about i | % over 50 acres. In assessing these
facts it must be appreciated that better, less sloping or
flat land is in large holdings, while .much of the steeper
land of shallower soils, greater erodibiwy and less suitability for intensive use is highly fragmented. On
fragmented erodible hill-land very small holdings mean
attempts at intensive land use on unsuitable sites. Erosion
inevitably follows and is succeeded by reducing yields.
These in turn initiate more intensive exploitation of the
soil and a descending spiral of reduced yi» *' " How as
erosion takes its toll. With a rapidly increasing population, bringing in its wake increased fragmentation by
inheritance, the situation in St. Catherine deteriorates still
further until much agriculture has now become a matter
of exploitation of land for mere survival with present
necessity banishing any thought of the state of the land
in the future.
Amongst the small cultivators of St. Catherine there are
no traditional agricultural systems with proven cultivation
methods and rotations, and safeguards against exhaustion
of fertility. Planting and cultivation are therefore carried
out by haphazard methods. There are two areas in the
parish where soil erosion is seen at its worst, firstly in the
several extents of granodiorite parent material occupied
mainly by the weak-structured sandy lithosol Flint River
Sandy Loam on steep slopes. The land is mainly in the
hands of small cultivators who are almost entirely working
the friable weathered parent material and inducing constant
sheet erosion. The soil of the area, even where it is not
so eroded, is poor in structure, water retention and
nutrients, and if badly eroded is even poorer. Secondly
there are the areas of exposure of the metamorphosed series
(especially on the west-central edge of the parish around
Juan de Bolas) where there is widespread severe erosion.
This is an area of very steep slopes and shallow lithosolic
soils mainly adapted to tree crops .^ Cultivation on these
slopes and soils is inadvisable, but nearly all the area is
cleared and has been clean cultivated again and again with
progressively shorter intervals of poor grass fallow. Hence
soil losses have been and are rapid, with little chance of
regeneration of soil from the parent material.
In most of the limestone hills moderate to slight erosion
is the rule except on steep rocky areas of Bonny Gate
soil. This soil is often completely eroded away in 2-3

Land Use and Soil Erosion
In any inhabited area there are two types of erosion at
work; geological erosion and accelerated erosion. The
former is the integrated result of the natural forces of
climate and gravity acting upon a landscape whereby all
elevated areas are reduced to a base level—approximately
sea level. Man can do little to arrest this process except
perhaps temporarily and on a restricted scale, by such
measures as road retaining walls.
In St. Catherine, with a climate that entails occasional
torrential rains, much land over 500 feet, many deeply
weathered rocks and, in general, youthful topography, it
will be realised that geological erosion is very active.
Perhaps the best example of this to be seen is in the
mountain topography of the outcropping granodiorite.
In this area severe sheet erosion, landslides and powerful
floods attest the work of geological erosion often in catastrophic form. In contrast, on parts of the limestone
plateau geological erosion is greatly reduced by paucity of
surface water, gentler topography and more resistant rock
although much unseen erosion occurs in the form of underground solution of limestone. On the plains—an area of
mature topography—geological erosion is extremely slow
except for stream bank erosion.
Where man enters an area and modifies local conditions
by destroying or changing vegetation, baring the soil by
cultivation, planting crops and building roads, bridges and
buildings, then the course of geological erosion is altered
and almost always accelerated. As man has caused this
accelerated erosion by his actions, so can he halt it or, when
economic reasons render certain land uses unavoidable,
reduce it to a minimum. Good land use practices and
conservation measures are designed to deal with this type
14

years cultivation. By contrast the low limestone Kitson
Town Plateau has not suffered very great soil losses, but
soil fertility exhaustion gives cause for concern, in view of
the density of population in the area. St. Ann Clay Loam,
the main soil of the area, has over the greater parts of its
occurrence lost all or nearly all of its thin organic top
horizon and by the nature of this soil, such a loss has very
severe consequences on productivity. In this rather dry
area, the mulching and rotation practised in southern St.
Elizabeth (another Jamaican parish) on similar soils could
be applied.
In the interior basins erosion of the older soils such as
Linstead Clay Loam is moderate, but nevertheless important, on such soils with limited depth to horizons of
impeded' drainage. Here there is little excuse for much
eroslipFfor these soils can easily be cultivated along the
contour and drained with safety and such soils are not very
erodible. Most agriB^J||urists are not aware of erosion taking place
in the pasture lands of the St. Catherine Plains, but even on
these very small gradients sheet erosion is quite active.
Seymour grass pasture, especially when dry and overgrazed at the end of the dry season, forms a very poor cover
and a heavy shower will move much material in a few
minutes. Bunch type grasses, such as Guinea grass, are also
very poor ground cover and much soil is moved from
between grass clumps. The change of pastures to a high
yielding sod-type grass, like Pangola grass, could almost
end sheet erosion on plains pastures.

" higglers" for sale in local markets or in Kingston.
Coffee mainly goes to central processing factories at Guys
Hill and Woodhall.
Vegetables and ground provisions, almost all produced
by small cultivators, are usually boughlpby the many
" higglers " or market pedlars who comb the parish for
provisions or fruit to sell in the weekly markets. They
usually transport such produce by head or donkey to the
local markets in the villages and small towns, or by bus and
truck to the provision markets in Kingston or Spanish
Town. With ground provisions and vegetables may be
counted such tree products as ackees, breadfruit, jakfruit,
mango, small quantities of citrus, etc., in season, which
are also the produce of small cultivators and are bought
by " higglers " for market sale.
^iSfe^^éas
Livestock products are marketed in various wafspoome
milk is picked up by the dairy truck collection jgftites of the
condensery in Bog Walk, but the large dairy farms on the
plains sell their milk to main distributors of fresh milk
in Kingston. Much beef goes to the Livestock Clearing
House in Kingston, but many cattle, especially from small
cultivators, are sold to local butchers for slaughter and sale.
These butchers also buy most of the small stock (pigs,
goats and a very few shjeigp) although many are bought by
travelling buyers for th^l^ingston market. Cowhides and
goatskins are sold to Kingston for processing.
(iii) Water Supplies: A si|fprisingly large part of the
parish has piped domestic water supplies, usually available
at roadside stand pipes, and brought from impounded
springs or small streamlets. In the limestone hills, some
domestic water may be available from springs, but domestic
water is usually caught from roofs or ground catchments
and stored in individual house tanks or community water
tanks. The demand for domestic water supplies is
reduced in many areas by the fact that much washing of
clothes is done in the nearest river or stream. Practically
all the water in the parish is " hard water " with a high
lime content.
As industry is little developed in the parish, the other
main uses of water are agricultural. The main agricultural demand for water is for irrigation on the Southern
Plains. Most of this is supplied from the diversion dam
of the 'Rio Cobre Irrigation Works, but there are many
individually owned and operated pumping wells, and also
some wells are pumped into the Rio Cobre canals to augment the river supply. There is great need for increased
supplies of water in the Rio Cobre Scheme, so that the
area it serves can be expanded. A scheme is under consideration for a major irrigation project in the western
part of the plains near Old Harbour—the St. Dorothy
Plains.
Another agricultural demand for water is for the frequent
spraying of the banana crop with a fungicidal mixture
against Cercospora leaf spot. This water is obtained on
the plains from irrigation canals, but in other areas is often
pumped through hoses from nearby springs and streams,
or may be even carted over moderate distances in tanks or
barrels. Absence of a nearby and plentiful supply of water
for this purpose may even be a determining factor in
deciding the planting of bananas in an otherwise suitable;
site.
Water for livestock in the main cattle areas on the plains
and in the interior basins is usually available in the form of
ponds.

Present Position of Parochial Services Important to
Sound Land Use
(i) Transport and Roads: St. Catherine is in general well
provided with good roads, maintained at public expense,
in addition to many bridle tracks in the hills. It is
difficult to find many places more than one mile from a
motorable road except in the limestone hills.
In addition to the road system, the Jamaica Government
Railway Line traverses the plains from east to west, with
the Port Antonio branch diverging at Spanish Town to
pass through Bog Walk, Riversdale and Troja into St.
Mary. A small spur runs from Bog Walk to Linstead.
The railway is of great importance in providing buying
points for bananas and in moving large quantities of sugarcane. It also brings milk from a collecting depot in the
west of the island to the condensery at Bog Walk.
Encouraged by the good road network, many buses ply
on regular routes through the parish. Most of these routes
radiate over the parish from Spanish Town, many being
parts of routes from Kingston through the parish to other
parts of the island. Much traffic to the north coast passes
through the parish and up the Mount Diablo Road over
the island watershed.
(ii) Markets: Of St. Catherine's crops, all bananas are
at present shipped by rail to Port Antonio and thence to
Britain. Sugar-cane is processed by the parish's five
sugar factories and from there reaches world markets as
sugar, rum or molasses. A small amount of cane is still
ground in small animal-powered mills and processed into
" new sugar" for home consumption or sale in local
markets. Most of the coconut crop is sold to local copra
factories for processing, but some coconuts are sold to
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PART II
THE

SOILS

OF

ST.

CATHERINE

Soil Formation in St. Catherine
Five, factors in soil formation are generally recognised;
parent material, climate, topography, vegetation and time,
*and their relative importances vary in different areas.
In St. Catherine the climatic regime is comparatively
uniform over the parish and may be discounted as a major
factor leading to variation in soil development. St.
Catherine, geologically, is relatively young. Even most of
the older series of rocks have only been exposed comparatively recently or have been uplifted to give quickly
changing youthful topography; time, therefore, has not
been an important soil-forming factor, except in some parts
of the interior basins. Lack of interaction between climate
and time precludes the importance of vegetation so that the
dominant soil forming factors in St. Catherine are parent
material and topography. The most important single
factor is that of parent material and actually the soils of
the hill areas are generally known in the area by the name
of the underlying parent material, e.g. " granodiorite soil"
or " Trappean shale soil." This practice is of course very
natural in the case of lithosols but as more soil information
is gathered, should be discouraged, especially in cases where
two or more different soils are developed over the same
parent material but in varying situations. Similarly, the
terms " inland basin soil" and " old alluvium" (the
latter denoting the many older soils of the Plains) are terms
which cover a few or more different soils of differing
characteristics and capabilities.
As parent material is the most important soil-forming
factor, we find in St. Catherine geological (or more strictly
speaking, lithological) boundaries are almost always soil
boundaries too. The recognition and understanding of
those boundaries and of the different geological formations
is important in the mapping and study of the soils of the
parish.
One interesting feature of the soils of St. Catherine is
that, just as no original undisturbed vegetation was seen in
the parish, no single area of natural virgin soil was found
during the survey. Erosion indices are, therefore, even
more than in many surveys, estimates of the present status
of soil profiles.
Soil Classification
For the purpose of this parish report the soils have been
classified in the following manner as convenient for aligning
later with land capability criteria:—
A. Soils on Uplands of Shales, Conglomerates and Igneous
Rocks
Ai. Thin well-drained soils on weathered conglomerates, tuffs and hornfels.
i 34. Diamonds Clay Loam.
*
7
36. Donnington Gravelly Loam.
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A2. Thin well-drained soils on partly-weathered shale
or schist.
46. Halls Delight Channery Clay Loam.
A3. Moderately deep or deep, fairly well-drained
upland sous, mainly on shale.
41. Belfield Clay.
A4. Imperfectly or poorly-drained soils with mottled
clay subsoils, underlain by shale or conglomerate.
30. Sunbury Clay.
33. Pennants Clay Loam.
98. Deepdene Clay.
99. Boghole Clay.
130. Effort Loam.
198. Deepdene Sandy Loam.
199. Boghole Sandy Loam.
A5. Excessively-drained light soils over weathered
granitic rocks or porphyry.
50. Flint River Sandy Loam.
51. Harkers Hall Loam.
A6. Excessively-drained light soils underlain by sandstones or gravels.
96. Wild Cane Sandy Loam.
A7. Heavy soils on deeply weathered conglomerates,
tuffs, acid shales and granitic rocks.
32. Wirefence Clay Loam.
35. Halifax Clay.
59. Williamsfield Clay Loam.
95. Waitabit Clay.
B. Soils of Limestone Uplands
Bi. Red bauxite soils.
78. St. Ann Clay Loam.
B2. Brown bauxite soils.
(Not in St. Catherine.)
B3. Moderately deep soils with plastic clay subsoils,
over hard, fragmented and rubbly limestones.
74. Lucky Hill Clay Loam.
75. Union Hill Stony Clay.
94. Carron Hall Clay.
B4. Thin brown or reddish soils on hard limestone.
77. Bonny Gate Stony Loam.
B5. Thin dark coloured soils on soft limestone.
(Not in St. Catherine.)
B6. Very thin soils on soft limestone or coral, too
shallow or dry for cultivation.
P^TC. — (Not in $':. Catnenne.)
C. Soils of Coastal Plains, Inland Basins and Alluvial
Valleys
Ci. Moderately drained soils over sandy and gravelly
material.
6. Tulloch Sandy Loam.
*
212. Lodge Clay Loam (non-saline phase).
215. Colbeck Sandy Loam.

1
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well-drained soils in basins or plains, red or brown
subsoils nearly free from mottling,
igjiai. Smallwood Sandy Loam.
t * ? ^ p i ^ ^ ^ r f e c t l y or poorly drained acid soils in basins
or on plains with mottled red or brown subsoils.
7. Tulloch Silty Clay Loam.
8. Knollis Clay.
61. Linstead Clay Loam.
63. Palm Clay. .
64. Rosemere Fine Sandy Loam.
66. Tydixon Loamy Sand.
79. Bundo Clay.
82. Bundo Sandy Loam.
c 4 . Poorly drained heavy soils on plains, with grey
or mottled clay subsoils, non-saline (Old Allu|>.
vium).
223. Cottontree Sandy Clay.
'.JV 224. Innswood Clay Loam.
226. Morgans Clay Loam.
C5. Poorly drained saline heavy soils on plains.
126. Ferry Silty Clay.
210. Churchpen Clay.
213. Lodge Clay Loam (saline phase).
217. Bodies Clay Loam.
218. Bodies Gravelly Clay Loam.
220. Sydenham Clay.
221. Sydenham Sandy Loam.
222. Springfield Clay.
227. Hartlands Clay.
228. Salt Island Clay.
229. Horsecave Clay.
C6. Well-drained or fairly well-drained light soils on
recent alluvium;
10. Berkshire Stony Sandy Loam.
11. Berkshire Sandy Loam.
15. Cave Valley Clay Loam.
24. Agualta Sandy Loam.
106. Lluidas Gravelly Clay Loam.
124. Whim Sandy Loam.
125. Whim Clay Loam.
127. Caymanas Clay Loam.
128. Caymanas Sandy Loam.
129. Lagoon Peaty Loam.
C7. Well-drained or fairly well-drained heavy soils on
recent alluvium.
12. Wallens Silty Clay Loam.
14. Sterling Silt Loam.
C8. Poorly drained heavy soils on recent alluvium.
13. Rosehall Clay.
102. Trouthall Sandy Clay.
C9. Shallow soils over ironstone or other rock-like
material.
(Not in St. Catherine.)
D.

1 : 50,000 coverage of Jamaica. Thes^W^^ei&nts, at
1 :12,500 scale, were the only available base^material
appropriate to the degree of survey detail required^ bearing
in mind the nature of the terrain and of the agricultural
problems that Jamaica presents to those directing
development.
Stereoscopic control was lost by enlargement of the
photographs. Since also no controlled base map of the
area near or at photo-scale existed, it was not possible to
produce a precise soil map by direct transfer of data from
the photograph. The importance of accurately placed
soil boundaries is, however, a prerequisite of the later stages
of putting the soil map to practical use. The Jamaica
Government have therefore been provided with 24 trans-,
parent photograph overlays of St. Catherine parish showing
all mapped detail at 1 :12,500 .scale. EacK'overlay includes an area equivalent to the coverage*or the original
1 : 50,000 photograph. To provide a more generalised
view of the soils of the parish, the overlays have been
reduced to 1 :25,000 and produced as hand-coloured
maps specifically for use in Jamaica. Maps for this
report are at 1 :50,000 scale. Slope and erosion categories have been omitted in order to simplify map reproduction. Fig. 2 has, however, been included to illustrate
the detailed information actually supplied on the 1 :12,500
overlays and on the 1 : 25,000 maps.
Use of Overlays and Maps
Nine abutting photographs at 1 :12,500 (equivalent to
a 1 :50,000 photograph) are used in conjunction with
each overlay. Triple symbols are used on the overlay to
identify a demarcated area, e.g. 61.C.2.
The first part of the symbol is a number which is keyed
in the map legend to the name chosen for that soil type,
i.e. Linstead Clay Loam.
The second part of each symbol is a letter designating
slope class. Steepness of slope directly affects land use
and also the requirements for certain conservation practices.
The soil map shows, by using the appropriate slope class
symbol, the dominant range of steepness of land enclosed
by a particular boundary hne. Class of slope was recorded
according to the following scheme:—
ÜJKSlopes of gradients
...
o°- 2°
B „ „
„
...
2 0 - 50
C „
„
„
...
5°-io°
D „ „
„
...
I0°-20°
E „ „
„
...
20°-30°
F „ „
„
... Over 30°
This scale is very similar to that used by the Soil Conservation Service in Puerto Rico.
The third part of each symbol decides the stage of soil
erosion, judged on the following scale:—
+ Area of accretion (recent alluvial or colluvial
deposit),
o No apparent accretion or erosion.
j-r?. Slight erosion.
2'**- Moderate erosion—perhaps 50% of top soil lost.
3 Severe erosion—all top soil lost and some subsoil.
4 Very severe erosion—all top soil and most of
subsoil lost.
5 Extremely severe erosion—eroding parent
material.

Miscellaneous Land
D i . Rock outcrops, rock slides, stony riverwash, etc.

Soil Identification and Map Compilation
The soil grouping and type distinctions described in the
previous section were achieved by using all available reference
material, studying aerial photographs and making extensive
observations in the field. Base material for field work
was a series of enlargements of the 1941 U.S. Army
17
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Generalised Descriptions of the Soils of
limestone, it is excessively to very well drained. Fertility
St. Catherine
is confined almost entirely to its thin organic top layer.
Soils on Uplands of Shales, Conglomerates and Igneous Present use includes poor pasture, some citrus, mixed
peasant cultivation and ruinate bush. Associated with this
Rocks
soil but on steep slopes is Union Hall Stony Clay and Bonny
Soils such as Diamonds Clay Loam, Donnington
Gate Stony Loam. The former occurs on fairly steep
Gravelly Loam, Flint River Sandy Loam and Hall's
slopes over hard limestone and possesses fair internal
Delight Channery Clay^Loam occurring on steep slopes
drainage. It is of moderate fertility and is used in many
in this zone are lithosolic, excessively to well drained,
ways. The latter occurs as little more than a mantle over
shallow and highly erodible. Generally fertility is only
limestone mainly ^>n steep slopes. Frequently it is so
low to moderate, although Hall's Delight Channery Clay
shallow as to occupy just crevices in the rock. Of very
Loam formed over small outcrops of calcareous shales
extensive distribution throughout the parish, its poor water
is more fertile but of very small extent in St. Catherine.
retention and shallowness renders it extremely droughty
Present uses of these soils are almost entirely peasant
and erodible. In fact two years' cultivation is sufficient
shifting subsistence cultivation and poor fallow of Guinea
to induce complete erosion. Areas of this soil type must
grass and Flat grass» Flint River Sandy Loam areas
unquestionably be reserved for natural bush and trees.
contain reUe cacao-as. evidence of former widespread
Lucky Hill Clay Loam occurs on colluvial sites usually
cultivation. More mature soils on top flats or gentle slopes
in association with St. Ann Clay Loam and Bonny Gate
associated with these' lithosols are of small extent but
Stony Loam. This soil possesses a brown or dark brown
show good water retention, are moderate to poorly drained,
well drained top soil overlying a paler more compact and
resistant to erosion and possess low natural fertility.
therefore poorer draining subsoil. Of variable depth it
Examples are Effort Loam and Sunbury Clay found in
possesses
good water retention and has a fairly high
association with Diamonds Clay Loam and the brown to
natural fertility. It is a good soil for pastures and citrus
reddish brown Williamsfield Clay Loam associated with
and, with due consideration for the drawbacks of the
Flint River Sandy Loam. Excluding Sunbury Clay these
subsoil, may be safely cultivated. At present it is used
soils are more suited to intensive use than are their assofor almost all crops except rice.
ciated lithosols. At present tfiefeare mainly found under
On sites over marl, chalky or rubbly limestone, Carron
poor pasture or peasant cultivation. Sunbury Clay is a
Hall Clay is developed. This is a very dark grey brown
poor structured, acidic and erodible soil with a red mottled
or dark brown, fairly well drained soil of high natural
subsoil and fortunately only occurs t<M very small extent.
fertility. It possesses a fine natural structure, good water
Colluvial sites associated with Flint River Sandy Loam
retention and low erodibility but its shallow depth on
have been mapped as Harkers Hall Loam. This is a
steeper slopes is a serious limitation. Soil reaction is
brown to dark grey brown deep well-drained soil and is
alkaline to neutral and if used carefully on hill sites this
easy to cultivate. Although of small extent and possessing
is a soil of many potential uses.
only low to moderate natural fertility, it is a desirable sou
for intensive use.
Soils of Coastal Plains, Interior Basins and Alluvial
On sites of gentle to steep slopes within the area, there
Valleys
occur soils such as Waitabit Clay ah^fplld Cane Sandy
Over
considerable undulating areas of the old interior
Loam, which are well to excessively dram^| very erodible,
basin
deposits
the main soil type is Linstead Clay Loam.
acid and of low fertility. Such soils have agricultural
Although of only moderate natural fertility and water retenpotentialities but methods for their conservation and
tion it is a soil which is fairly easy to cultivate. It occurs
cultivation will require study before they caujlscóme very
on moderate slopes and possesses good possibilities if
productive. At present they are used for peasants' mixed
used according to its capabilities. Drainage impedance
crops.
occurs at about 18 inches depth and ponds are common in
On gentle slopes of the area, Pennants Clay Loam occurs
the area as might be expected. Erosion occurs to varying
extensively. This soil developed over gravelly or conextent
but could be avoided with correct land use. Present
glomerate parent material, possesses good water retention
use includes sugar-cane, citrus, much poor pasture (often
and moderate natural fertility but its main limitation is
with low yielding coconuts), some pineapples, mixed
the impeded drainage of its subsoil. At present in cane
peasant
cultivation, and annatto in some districts. This
and citrus with some poor pasture, although it is not very
soil type occurs in association with small areas of Palm
erodible, loss of top soil that might occur is serious due
Clay and Rosemere Fine Sandy Loam and with Union Hill
to the impeded subsoil layer.
Stony Clay where limestone outcrops the basin deposits.
Depressions and hollows of this upland zone frequently
Palm Clay occurs to a very limited extent and is a dark
are occupied by Boghole Clay in association with Deepdene
grey brown highly acid soil with very poor impeded
Clay and Deepdene Sandy Loam. Coloured dark brown
drainage. Some of its area is in cane but much of it is
to dark grey brown, it is very poorly drained, highly acid
under poor pasture. Rosemere Fine Sandy Loam is a
and of moderate natural fertility. At 'present in very
pale brown very poorly drained soil occurring on a few
mixed use it is a soil of limited potentialities.
small flat tops of undulations. Of poor natural fertility
Soils of Limestone Uplands
and high acidity it is a soil with many disadvantages and
of limited use.
St. Ann Clay Loam occurring extensively in this region
Tydixon Loamy Sand has developed over some old
is the very permeable red " Terra Rossa " or red bauxite
interior basin deposits where topography is fairly flat. This
soil of Jamaican terminology. It occurs in association
is a grey sandy soil, extremely acid and of very low natural
with Bonny Gate Stony Loam and Lucky Hill Clay Loam
fertility. Internal drainage is poor due to a sandy clay
on topography that varies from nearly flat to very steep.
subsoil, giving rise to perched water tables. Under these
Remarkable for the uniformity of its texture, structure,'
conditions in rainy periods the upper sandy horizons
colour and consistency through varying depths to hard
18
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almost " flow." Appreciable sheet erosion is observable
on poor overgrazed pastures of Flat grass, while gully
erosion occurs on any moderately steep slope. The sou
is generally very poor and of very limited potentialities.
At present it is all in poor pasture.
On steep sites of outcropping limestone within the
interior basins, reference has been made to Union Hall
Stony Clay occurring in association with Linstead Clay.
Where topography is flat to gentle near outcropping limestone Bundo Clay develops together with its close associate
Bundo Sandy Loam. These soils also occur in colluvial
basins or hollows in true limestone areas. Bundo Clay
is highly acid and of very impeded drainage in the subsoil.
Due to its frequent position in hollows with no drainage
outlet, it may at certain seasons have a high water table
but when well dried the soil is very hard. At present,
in pastures and mixed crops, this soil type has limited
potentialities. Bundo Sandy Loam is similar to Bundo
Clay except for a sandy top soil. Its main extent lies in
a dry area which is an additional obstacle to its profitable
use.
Areas of old alluvium occurring on the plains where
colluvial influence of outcropping limestone is evident,
have developed soils such as Cotton Tree Sandy Clay,
Innswood Clay Loam and Morgans Clay Loam. Cotton
Tree Sandy Clay is a grey brown, poorly drained soil of
moderate fertility occurring in a dry area. It is used for
sugar-cane growing by irrigation which would appear to
be its best use. Innswood Clay Loam contains less
colluvial material and a higher proportion of old alluvium
than Cotton Tree Sandy Clay, is poorly drained and occurs
on flat land. Although of moderate fertility it is a difficult
soil to cultivate and is at present used for sugar-cane.
Cane, rice and grass would appear to be its best uses.
Morgans Clay Loam is obviously derived from limestone
hill wash and is probably an old swamp soil. It possesses
good internal ^drainage in its black top soil and is very
impeded below. Of good natural fertility, if irrigated this
soil should have a wide range of possible uses. Its small
extent is now used for sugar-cane with one field of excellent
bananas.
Lagoon Peaty Loam is a reclaimed swamp soil of limited
extent, occurring at Caymanas- Only the top soil is
peaty and there is usually a permanent water table at
2-3 feet below the surface. If this water table is kept
down by drainage, this is an excellent sugar-cane soil.
The peaty top soil gradually disappears under cultivation.
A large group of soil types occurring on the plains
display salinity to a variable extent. Ferry Silty Clay now
only showing occasional salinity is an old swamp soil that
has been drained. Derived from fine alluvial parent
material it possesses a high natural fertility, occurs on
flat land and requires deep drainage for satisfactory cultivation. Protection is also needed against water backing
up from the nearby Caymanas Lagoon and Ferry River
during heavy rainfall. Churchpen Clay is a dark brown
poorly drained saline clay occurring over gravelly old
alluvium. It is a difficult soil to cultivate and although
found on relatively flat relief, sheet erosion is active in dry
unirrigated pastures. Springfield Clay, frequently associated with Churchpen Clay and also with Sydenham Clay,
is developed as a very dark grey brown deep extremely
poorly drained soil in depressions and drainageways of
the old alluvium of the plains. Of very limited potentiality, Springfield Clay is at present under swampy
pasture.

Sydenham Clay and its near relative Sydenham Sandy
Loam are soils of fair natural fertility developed over
sandy old alluvium. Salinity occurs sporadically in the
subsoil which is very impeded. Difficulty of cultivation
and occurrence in a dry area restricts the potential uses of
these soils. Present use includes sugar-cane, rice and
* pasture.
Very flat badly drained sites in the extent of Sydenham
Clay have been demarcated separately and mapped as
Hartlands Clay. Most of this soil is at present, under
Para grass or swamp sedges and reeds. If,external
drainage could be controlled, Para grass and rice would
appear to be the most suitable crops for this soil.
Lodge Clay Loam (saline phase and its associated low
salinity phase) is developed over old alluvial material
brought down by the Bowers Gully. This soil has high
natural fertility, good water retention and with care against
salinity is excellent for cultivation if irrigation water is
available. At present it is used for irrigated sorghums
grown for silage, a little citrus, tobacco, some sugar-cane
and much pasture.
Bodies Clay Loam and Gravelly Clay Loam are soils
developed from old alluvial materials derived from the very
mixed rocks in the water-shed of Bowers and Clarendon
Gullies. Generally poorly drained, saline and poor
structured, these soils have limited but intensive uses
provided irrigation water is available.
Soils such as Salt Island Clay and Horsecave Clay are
in some respects saline equivalents of those soils developed
from old alluvium which have received colluvial influence
from limestone. Salt Island Clay is brown to grey brown
rather poorly drained with most of its extent in thorn scrub
or poor dry pasture. An increasing amount of this soil is
being planted with rice which is probably its best use if
water can be made available. Horsecave Clay is a brown
to grey brown poorly drained soil occurring in the flat
Horsecave embayment south of Salt Island. The area
has no external drainage and may be covered by standing
water after heavy rains. At present it is covered with an
almost uniform low sedge vegetation.
Two moderately well drained soil types have been
distinguished within the region of old alluvium. Named
jfColbeck Sandy Loam and Smallwood Sandy Loam, they
occur m very restricted extent. The former is developed
over old alluvial sands and gravels from the Bower and
Clarendon Gullies. It occurs mainly on gentle slopes, in
a low rainfall area and is of only limited potentialities even
if irrigation water were available. The latter, a brown to
reddish brown soil on flat land is developed over lenses of
gritty or gravelly old alluvium surrounded by Sydenham
Clay. It is a relatively poor soil at present in pasture.
Three soil types have been distinguished over old terrace
(possibly lacustrine) deposits near the Rio Pedro, Rio
Doro and Rio Cobre Rivers. Named Knollis Clay and
Tulloch Sandy Loam with an intermediate of Tulloch
Silty Clay Loam, they occur on flat land, Knollis Clay being
very poorly drained, highly acid and difficult to cultivate.
At present used for sugar-cane and pasture, it possesses
only moderate natural fertility. Tulloch Sandy Loam
and the slightly heavier variant Tulloch Silty Clay Loam
have developed over old sandy and gravelly deposits.
They are of moderate fertility and are reasonably easy to
cultivate, but drainage impedance in the subsoil is marked.
Present use of these soils includes citrus, sugar-cane and
poor pasture.
20
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Areas of recent alluvium in St. Catherine include as
expected the most valuable soils of the parish. Soils of
loamy or sandy texture occurring extensively include
Lluidas Gravelly Clay Loam and Caymanas Clay Loam
and Sandy Loam. The former has developed over gravelly
recent alluvium from the intermittent Rio Cobre River in
the interior basin of Lluidas Vale. It is excessively to well
drained of high natural fertility and occurs on flat land.
Presently used for sugar-cane, it exhibits one important
limitation in its relative shallowness over gravelly parent
materia]. Caymanas Clay Loam and Sandy Loam occur
on well drained recent alluvial soils on the recent flood
plain of the Rio Cobre River. Of fair structure and high
natural fertility these soils are extremely productive when
irrigated. Main limitations to their use involve loss of
structure under cultivation especially in the case of
Caymanas Sandy Loam. Present uses are entirely sugarcane, bananas and coconuts.
Whim Sandy Loam and Clay Loam are alluvials found
on flood plains of some of the minor rivers of the St.
Catherine plains. Drainage is good to moderate depending
on texture, natural fertility is high and the tendency to
erode is nil except along stream banks. Structure is
lost fairly rapidly if cultivated without rotations, but these
soils rank with the finest in Jamaica. Used in sugar-cane,
bananas, pasture, citrus, tobacco and even a little rice,
they possess one slight limiting factor—they occur in a
dry area. There are. also several light textured soils
occurring to minor extents over recent alluvium, such as
Berkshire Sandy Loam, Agualta Sandy Loam, Stony
Sandy Loam and Cave Valley Loam. These soils have
good internal drainage and natural fertility, although
Agualta Sandy Loam contains only low to moderate
potash content.
Medium textured soils occurring over recent alluvium
.in the St. Thomas-Ye-Vale Basin include Wallens Silty
Clay Loam and Sterling Silt Loam. They are associated
with Berkshire Sandy Loam and Rosehall Clay. Wallens
Silty Clay Loam has moderate internal drainage, good
natural fertility, is relatively easy to cultivate and in general
has many potential uses. Sterling Silt Loam is weakly
structured arid poorly drained but is easily cultivated, and
could be put to much more intensive use.
Two clay soils, Rosehall Clay and Trouthall Sandy
Clay, occur over recent alluvium in some of the interior
basins. Of restricted extent the former is derived from
mixed sources of limestone and interior basin deposits
and their soils, whereas the latter occurs on alluvio-colluvial
sites and has developed over parent material derived from
the metamorphosed series of rocks. Both soils are weakly
structured and poorly drained. At present in cane, some
peasant mixed crops and poor pastures, they have limited
uses.
The characteristics of the soils of St. Catherine which
are primarily of agricultural importance are given in
tabulated form in Appendix A to this report. The soils
are listed in aphabetical order. Approximate acreages
are given in Appendix B while profile descriptions are
given in Appendix C.
Miscellaneous Land Types
In the course of the survey various areas of land were
encountered that could not be classified as soil areas and
were mapped as land types. There follows a list of the

land types demarcated together with descriptions and
situations:—
(i) COASTAL BEACHES. The name is self-explanatory
and nearly all are sandy but some pebble beaches occur.
They usually support a poor growth of thorn scrub on this
dry southern coast.
(ii) MADE LAND. Land filled or otherwise made by
man. One small area near Old Harbour Bay was made by
filling a salina with sand pumped from the bed of the bay
during dredging. Also one area of fill was made during,
the construction of Port Esquivel.
(iii) MANGROVE SWAMPS. Large coastal strips are
covered with mangrove swamps of varying depths at sea
level.
(iv) RIVERWASH. This is found along many of the main
river courses especially in their lower reaches. Usually
dumps of bouldery gravels or cobbly gravels, areas of
riverwash may be quite barren or may support rough
bush according to their age.
(v) SALINAS. In many places on the coast of the St.
Catherine Plains, the coastal beach or mangrove swamp
may be backed by almost bare sandy or clayey salinas
just above sea level. Some parts of salinas are so saline
as to be devoid of vegetation but less saline areas are covered
by Batis maritima. The salinas usually grade into less
saline old alluvial soils covered with thorn scrub savannah.
(vi) SALT SWAMP. One small area near Salt Island at
the mouth of the Clarendon Gully is covered by salt
swamp.
(vii) URBAN LAND. Mainly seen in the towns and
villages of Spanish Town, Old Harbour Bay, Bog Walk,
Linstead, Ewarton and Riversdale.
Land Capability
The soil survey gives us fundamental information about
Jamaica's land, the nature of the soils, their slope classes
and erosion status. A soil map pictorially records these
facts for all land within the area surveyed. With this
information, additional knowledge of the climate and a
thorough knowledge of the local agriculture, we can,
however, integrate our data into a classification of any type
of land according to the capability for use in producing
crops, forage plants, tree crops and forest trees.
We recognise seven broad land capability classes based
on overall suitability for use, including the risk of soil
erosion or other damage and the difficulties of management.
These capability classes are summarised in the following
chart:
The Most Intensive Suitable Uses for Land in Each Land
Capability Class
Land Capability Class

Most Intensive Suitable Use

I
A and B slopes of good
soils

Suitable for cultivation (tillage) with
almost no limitations.

II
Mainly C slopes of good
soils

Suitable for cultivation (tillage) with
moderate limitations.

III
Mainly D slopes. Some
gentler slopes of less
favourable soils

Suitable for cultivation (tillage) with
strong limitations.
[Continued overleaf

Land Capability Class
IV
Mainly E slopes, some D
slopes
V
Mainly E and F slopes ...

lis. Land suitable for cultivation with moderate limitations. Soil fertility or some other factor is the
main limitation to its use.
Hie. Land suitable for cultivation with strong limitations. Must be cultivated carefully to prevent
erosion of the soil. Rotational strip cropping is
advised for this land.
IIIw. Land suitable for cultivation with strong limitations. Naturally wet land needing much attention
to drainage. Contour drains are necessary to remove water and prevent erosion of the soil.
Ills. Land suitable for cultivation with strong limitations imposed by adverse soil factors.
IIIc. Land suitable for cultivation with strong limitations imposed by climatic factors (especially low
rain-fall).
IVe. Land marginal for cultivation due to extreme danger
of erosion. Improved grassland, or tree crops
should be established on this land. Some cultivation with extreme precautions.
I Vs. Land marginal for cultivation due to soil factors.
Economic tree crops or grass should be established
on this land. Some cultivation with extreme
precautions.
Ve. Land not suitable for cultivation, steeply sloping
with extreme danger of erosion. Tree crops, food
or forest trees should be established on this land.
Vs. Land not suitable for cultivation due to adverse
soil factors. Usually steep land that should be
used for forest or food trees.
Vie. Land not suitable for cultivation. Very steeply
sloping land that should never be cleared of its
natural vegetation.
Vis. Land not suitable for cultivation. Thin rocky soils
on steep sloping land that should never be cleared
of its natural vegetation.
Vic. Land not suitable for cultivation due to a combination of adverse factors usually dominated by dry
climate. Should never be cleared of its natural
vegetation.
At this stage it is possible to superimpose the system of
Land Capability Classes on to the detailed Soil Classification developed in the ground survey. Thereby the detailed
facts of the soil survey are arranged into a form for easy
reference and direct translation into practical application.
The data for St. Catherine organised in this way are
presented in the following table:

Most Intensive Suitable Use
Suitable for tree crops, grasses and
very limited cultivation.
Not suitable for cultivation, but
suitable for planted forest, tree
crops or improved grass.

VI
Mainly steep rocky land
or dry climate

Not suitable for cultivation.
able for poor forest.

VII
Rock outcrops, riverwash,
etc.

Little or no productive use.

Suit-

A broad grouping of the land in this manner into seven
land capability classes is useful for some purposes such as
determining a country's available arable acreage. It is
not, however, adequate for specific land management
recommendations. Between the extreme generalisation
into seven broad land classes and the extreme detail of the
soil survey, certain intermediate groupings are necessary
in order to compile a complete land capability classification.
Slope class is in many cases the primary factor in
determining land capability but the need to align this
assessment with the detailed soil survey requires further
subdivision within each land capability class. Four
principal limiting factors are counted significant in this
respect and they are shown by a small letter following the
land capability numeral: " e " if the principal limiting
factor is slope and erosion risk; " w " if it is excess water
in the soil seasonally or otherwise, giving poor natural
drainage; " s " if it is a soil factor implying usually shallow
or droughty soil; and " c " for the climatic factors, in
Jamaica principally a combination of low annual rainfall
and a long dry season. For the parish of St. Catherine
we then obtain the following complete set of Land
Capability Classes:
Land Capability Classes
I. Level land with a deep fertile soil with no factors
limiting the use for agriculture.
He. Land suitable for cultivation with moderate limitations. The risk of erosion is the chief factor
limiting its use.
IIw. Land suitable for cultivation with moderate limitations. Naturally wet land on which drainage is
the main factor limiting its use.
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Land Capability Classification of the Soil Groups and Slope Classes
Slope Class

Soil Group

D

E

He
He
He
IIw
Hie
Hie
Hie

Hie
Hie
Hie
Hie
IVe
IVe
IVe

IVe
IVe
IVe
IVei
Ve
Ve
Ve

Hie
He
He
Vs
HeVIc

Hie
HfeIlle
Vs
-ffieVIc

IVe
^VeIVe
Vis
^VeVIc

Ve
Ve
Ve
Vis
Ve

-Ile-

Ille-

VII

VII

Soils on shale, conglomerate, or igneous rocks :
Ai.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.

Thin soils on purple or volcanic conglomerate
Thin soils on shale
Moderately deep, fairly well drained soils on shale
Poorly drained upland clays, mottled subsoils
Soils on granitic rocks or porphyry
Soils on sandstones or gravels
Soils on deeply weathered tuffs or conglomerate

lis

lis
IIw

lis

lis

Ills
lis

Ills
lis
IIw

lis
VI«-

IIw
Vic

Ve
Ve
Ve
Ve
Ve
Ve

Soils on limestone:
Bi.
B2.
B3.
B4.
B5.
B6.
B7.

Bauxite
Brown Bauxite
Moderately deep brown soils on limestone
Very thin brown or reddish soils on hard limestone
Thin soils on soft limestone
Very thin soils on soft limestone or coral
Dark coloured, imperfectly drained soils over soft
rubbly limestones

JLlL

Hw-

Soils of coastal plains, inland basins, and alluvial valleys
Ci.
C2.
C3.
C4.
C5.
C6.
C7.
C8.
C9.

Moderately drained soils over sand and gravel
Well drained soils in basins
Imperfectly or poorly drained soils in basins
Poorly drained non-saline clays
Poorly drained saline clays
Well drained light soils on recent alluvium
Well drained heavy soils, on recent alluvium
Poorly drained heavy soils on recent alluvium
Shallow soils over cemented gravel (Hayes beds)

IIIc
I
IIw
IIIw
IIIw
I
I
IIIw

IIIc

IIIc

IIw
IIIw
IIIw
I
I
IIIw

He
IIIw
IIIw
He
He
IIIw

IHe

VII

VII

VII

VII

Miscellaneous Land :
Di. Rock outcrops, rock slides, stony riverwash, etc.

PART III
RECOMMENDATIONS
Interpretation of Soil Profiles and Environmental Factors—A Land Capability Programme
for Optimum Land Use
Misuse of land in the past has arisen from inappreciation
improvement. The ultimate goal can then be appreciated,
of the importance of many factors which we now underand confidence is established that the end is a justifiable
stand more fully. Correction of damage to the land
and worthy achievement.
incurred during this period of misuse is, however, not
In the earlier sections of this report we have described
attained quickly. There must follow a period of progresthose salient features of environment in St. Catherine
sive replenishment of losses over, what may be in cases of
which have an influence on soil development and soil
extreme misuse, a very lengthy interval. When starting
behaviour. From this foundation we differentiated the
a programme of land regeneration sound technical advice
main soils on the basis of profile, slope and erosion
and direction is essential and is best obtained from a
characteristics, using these characters to assess the
systematic study of the area considered. From this study
capabilities of these soils for sustained productivity. Our
the critical problems of the area are precisely defined and
final contribution must then be to recommend soil
sensible answers to them recommended. An administramanagement practices which encourage fullest expression
tion established to initiate and foster rural improvement
of the soil capabilities.
requires such a foundation on which to base its policy of
J n this respect the following tables are self-explanatory.
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Recommended Cultivation Practices
Slope Categories

Soil Group and Soil Types
A
Ai.

B

34,36

• • " "

~
A2.

46

A5.

A6.

30» 33» 98» 99> 130,198,199

D

E

F

PND

P S/2 N D
Ch
V

P S/3 N D

PTND

PS/3ND
V

PND
T

PS/2
Ch
V

P S/3 N D

Ch "
P N D S/2

—
A4-

C

—
PD/i

PD/i

Ch

Ch
P S/2 N D
Ch
V

P S/3 N D

—

P S/2 N D
Ch
BV

P S/3 N D

—

50,51

—

96
—

—

V
F
—

V
PTND

s

PTND

V
PTND

PTND

PTND

PTND

P S/3 N D
VW

PTND
—

V

PD/i
Ch
B

PD/i
Ch
B

P S/2 N D
Ch
BV

P S/3 N D

PND

P S/2 N D
Ch
BV

P S/2 N D

B

PND
Ch
B

_

—

—

—

—

PD

PD

P S/2 N D

Ch

Ch

PS/2'D
Ch
VW

—

—

PTND

PTND

F

F

B5

-r

—

—

—

—

—

B6

—

—

—

—

—

—

B7

—

—

.—

—

—

—

P S/2 N D
Ch
BV

—

—

—

—

—

• —

—

—

—

—

—

A7-

Bi.

32, 35>95>59

78

B2
B3-

B4.

Ci.

74>75, 94

PND
Ch

.'eh %
.

PD/i

PD/i

Ch

Ch

PD/i
Ch
V

PD/i
Ch

PD/i
Ch

PD/i
Ch

126, 210, 213, 217, 218,
220, 221, 222, 227, 228,
229

PD/i
Ch

PD/i
Ch

PD/i
Ch

10, 11, 15, 24, 121, 125,
127, 128

PND
Ch

PND
Ch
B

—

—

—

B

PND
Ch
B

12, 14, 212

—

—

—

—

—

—

13,102

__

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

C3.

61,63,64,66,79,82,7,8

C6.

C7.
C8.

c

"—

231

C5.

B

PTND
VW

—

C2.

C4.

B V

—

77 ...

6,106,215

V

223,224,226

c9
F=(Woodlot) Forests.
P=Contour Planting.
D =Contour Drains.
D/i=Graded Drains.
Ch=Diversion Channels.
T=(No cultivation) Tree Crops.

P S/2 D / i
V
—

References
W=Stone Walls.
B = Earth Bunds.
V=Vegetative barriers.
S/2 = Strip cropping 1 strip in crop and 1 strip in cover.
S/3=Strip cropping 1 strip in crop and 2 strips in cover.
ND=No Drains.
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Recommended Crops for Soils

Soil Types

i

<3

!

8

a

0

§

—

X

—

XX

7, 8, 13, 99,
199

XX

—

X

X

XX

10,11, 15,24,
124,
125,
127,
128

XX

XX

XX

XX

X

X

12, 14

XX

—

XX

XX

XX

—

X

—

X

—

X

—

30, 33, 63, 79,

XX

__

X

—

«0

3

1

«0

a

a

1

3

—

—

—

a
<s
8
8

(5

X

3 2 , 3 5 , 5 9 •••

5
.8

5

0)
6,215

i
s Is

X

XX

X

—

S3

1

•0

5

1
X

—

•Stg

— 1 —
XX

——

XX

XX

—

X

—

—

—

X

X

—

X

X

—

XX

XX

X

XX

X

—

—

XX

X

—"

—

—

X

X

XX

—

^~

X

~~'

X

X

1

—

•

.—

82, 9 8 , 198,
130

3 4 , 4 6 , 3 6 ...

—

X

—

X

X

X

XX

XX

—

XX

X

—

—

I-

XX

—

XX

XX

—

XX

X

XX

XX

—

—

—

X

—

x

66

—

—

.—

—

XX

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

X

X

—

—

50

X

1x

—

X

—

X

X

X

XX

XX

—

xx

X

—

—

61, 64

-

i

51

...

XX

X

XX

—

x

X

XX

X

X

X

XX

—

XX

X

—

—

74

...

XX

—

X

XX

XX

—

X

XX

—

X

—

X

—

—

—

—

X

—

x

—

XX

—

—

X

—

X

—

—

XX

X

—

—

X

XX

xx

—

—

—

75

1

77

! 1
X

—

XX

—

X

XX

—

—

—

—

X

X

x

X

XX

—

—

—

—

X

—

—

X

X

XX

X

—

XX

—

X

—

XX

X

X

XX

X

—

—

X

X

—

XX

-L

S*g95?

XX

X

' —

XX

X

—

—

X

—

X

78

—

—

94

XX

-

95
96

.—

!

.

»

—

** • >p

—

ÊP

s|

—

—

—

XX

—

—

XX

—

—

—

—

X

XX

X

X

XX

—

X

—

—

—

102

XX

106

XX

X

X

X

X

126

XX

—

X

X

XX

210, 2 1 3 , 2 1 7 ,
228

XX

—

X

—

XX

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

X

—

—

XX

212

XX

XX

XX

XX

X

X

—

X

X

—

—

—

XX

—

—

—

X

—

X

— -

XX

X

—

—

—

—

—

, —

—

—

—1

—

XX

—

X

—

XX

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

X

—

—

XX

2 3 1 , 218
220, 2 2 1 , 2 2 4
222,227
223

XX

X
XX

—

X

—

X

—

XX

XX

—

—

—

X

—

—

—

1
The details incorporated in these tables are conveniently
summarised according to those regions previously described
which are denned by lithological and physiographic
boundaries.
(i) The St. Catherine Plains—Old Alluvia. On the
heavy, poorly-drained, often saline soils of this flat area,
the emphasis must be on three main crops, all irrigated—
sugar-cane, rice and grass. Improved well-managed
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pastures of high carrying capacity could well be introduced
into rotations with rice. Fish-farming should have a part
to play in the local economy.
' (ii) The St. Catherine Plains—Recent Alluvia. These
are areas of well-drained naturally fertile soils which
irrigation makes into some of the most productive land in
Jamaica. This is land eminently suitable for bananas
and sugar-cane. Perhaps high-yielding improved pastures,

alfalfa or other legumes, and intensive growing of food
crops can be expected here in the near future if these
areas are to be intensively farmed. Rotational cropping
will ensure high production and at the same time maintain
fertility.
(iii) The Ritson Town Plateau. This dry low limestone
-. plateau north-west of Spanish Town should be farmed by
the methods of rotation and mulching used with success
in similar situations in southern St. Elizabeth, perhaps with
the addition of citrus and pineapples to the crops grown in
that area.
(iv) The Limestone Hills. Here on the predominantly
rocky hillsides an effort must be made to reduce cultivation
to a minimum. Most of these slopes must be kept in
timber or forest. Cultivation should be restricted as far
as possible to glades or shelves of moderate slopes, where
strict conservation measures should be practised. The
main crops for the area should be coffee, food trees, food
crops and improved pastures.
(v) The Interior Basin Deposits. Here the soils are
v mainly heavy moderately well-drained acid soils on
moderate to gentle slopes. With good conservation, these
areas are suitable for sugar-cane, citrus, pineapples, coffee,
food crops, grasses and cacao in more sheltered areas of
better rainfall.
J (vi) The Point Hill and Macca Tree Plateaux. In this
area of moderate slopes, rather mixed soils and good
rainfall, the main crops should be food crops, sugar-cane,
food trees, coffee and improved pastures, as far as possible
in rotation and all with careful conservation measures.
(vii) The Mountainous Areas of the Metamorphosed
Series. This should be almost entirely a tree crop area,
with the emphasis on coffee and food trees and with cacao
in some sheltered valleys. Timber is recommended for
more precipitous situations. Improved grasses and cultivation of jome food crops on some small areas of gentler
slopes are suitable, provided strip-cropping is carefully
undertaken.
-^
"
(viii) The Mountainous Area of the Granodiorite. Tftf?
also should be almost entirely a tree-crop area with the
emphasis on coffee, cacao and food trees. Much of the
area is so eroded that the establishment of even a tree crop
like cacao will demand the use of manure or fertiliser.
Timber is recommended for some precipitous situations.
Only minute areas of gentle slopes are suitable for the
cultivation of food crops.
We lay no claim to finality in our recommendations. In
this respect we must emphasise the important difference
between optimum'land use and practical land use. The
former is rarely attainable due to limiting factors such as
economics and others which are " of the, people " rather
than " of the land." It has been frequently said that
" The ultimate assessement of a soil profile is an economic
one." Such considerations are not within our terms of
reference but our recommendations for optimum land use
provide positive pointers towards agriculture methods which
are confidently recommended as a means of evolving a
practical land use programme. A particular soil type from
profile characteristics and environmental factors may for
example be clearly suited to a particular crop. Yet a
simple agricultural operation may so deflect the soil
properties from normality as to render the site suitable for
a different crop more favourably accommodated into
current market demands. Swamp reclamation in Jamaica

provides a notable illustration. After lowering of soil
salinity values by flooding and drainage the land is cropped*
with rice. Later fallowing between rice crops induces
improved soil structure and finally the site becomes
suitable for cropping with sugar-cane.
Some General Factors at Present Operating to
the Detriment of Sound Land Use and
Requiring Attention
Land Tenure
(a) SMALL HOLDINGS: Some method should be devised
to mitigate the bad effects of two evils of land tenure in
connection with small holdings:
(i) Rental of small parcels of land for short terms of
one year or even less with no security of tenure, leads to
exploitation of the land and discourages the introduction
of any long-term anti-erosion measures or the planting of
any long-term crop, even where such a crop is logical for
land use.
(ii) Past land settlement policy giving freehold land
tenure with no control of methods of land use leads,
especially on holdings of very small uneconomic size, to,
exploitation of the land and its ruination often in a very
few years.
^
(b) LARGE HOLDINGS: Because of the amount of land
available, there is a tendency on large properties^to use land
wastefully and extensively, rather than to develop it
intensively to the maximum of its safe capabilities. Some
method should be found to ensure the development and
suitable use of land on large properties. If possible, this
method should take the form of information and assistance
in planning and development, rather than compulsion by
direct or indirect means.
Too many holdings, especially fairly large ones, depend
almost entirely on income from one crop. This is demonstrably unsound both economically and agronomically;
with good information on rotations and on the soils and
slopes and their suitability for different crops, this can be
changed. In this connection improved pastures must be
stressed. So many sections of holdings large and small
in St. Catherine are in " pastures " that are at best poor
grazing and at worst ruinate. A great* fillip to stable
diversified farming could be given if it could be shown that
these lands could be protected from erosion, increased in
fertility and above all become an economically productive
part of the farm and its rotation system by the use of good
well managed grasses.
Land Fragmentation
One of the aims of any logical agricultural policy for the
parish must surely be the establishment of peasant farmers
on holdings of economic size, and not their mere existence
on minute parcels of land too small to support them and
their families. Hence fragmentation of land to the extent
that it is seen in parts of the parish should be halted and
perhaps in some areas reversed. Two causes of harmful
fragmentation can be tackled.
(a) LAND SETTLEMENTS: Part land settlement policyjba's'
been so illogical as to defy understanding and has led to
the settlement of too many people on too few acres of land
to allow even for adequate subsistence at very low standards
of living. This has meant rapid exploitation of the land
and many settlements have become what have been
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described as " centres of rural pauperism." A completely
new approach to land settlement is needed and four simple
recommendations are proposed:
(i) In present land settlements, wherever it is possible,
amalgamation of some of the present holdings should be
effected. This could be done by repurchasing undeveloped holdings and also by using any holdings forfeited
by lack of payment.
(ii) In any future land settlements to be divided, this
should be done on the basis of a soil survey and land
capability map and the holdings should be large enough
to be of economic size, as far as present knowledge can
guide.
(iii) In any future land settlements to be divided, land
should be allotted only to settlers who intend to live on
and work the land.
(iv) With any future properties acquired for land
settlement, consideration should be given to the feasibility
of making co-operative settlements to work the whole
property as a diversified economic unit.
(b) LAND FRAGMENTATION BY INHERITANCE: This is a
very real process in many areas and has in the last two
or three generations reduced the size of individual holdings
in an area from an economic size for a family to almost
absurdly small pieces of land. This is, especially with a
rapidly increasing population, a dangerous problem and
one difficult to solve, but some means must be found to
combat this type of fragmentation.

(ii) If an economically sound basis for the supply of
water can be found, the proposed St. Dorothy Plains
Irrigation Scheme should be started as soon as possible.
This will permit intensive use of thousands of acres of land
which at present are almost non-productive.
Research
Much of the work should be carried out at suitable
locations throughout the parish and not mainly at Government Agricultural Stations, as results obtained at these
stations may only be valid for areas of the parish with
similar soils, slopes and climates.
(a) ROTATIONS: Almost nothing is known about rotations
suited to inclusion of the cultivated crops grown in the
parish; change of crops at present often merely reflects
falling yields or external economic factors. Rotations
embracing grasses (including cane) and, if possible, an
economic legume need to be investigated.
(b) CONSERVATION PRACTICES: Information is needed on
the necessity for and the stability and effectiveness of
different conservation practices on the normal slopes of
the major soils of the parish. Erosion is a real and increasing problem in the parish and suitable anti-erosion measures
are needed to supplement and bolster the planning of good
land use.
(c) FERTILISER RESPONSES: Some information is already
available on the responses to different fertiliser applications
on the different crops on some of the major soils of the area,
but much more is needed. In this connection, research is
required into the fertiliser needs of, St. Catherine's most
rapidly expanding crop, rice, particularly on saline or
slightly saline soils. The All-Island Banana Growers
Association has a series of banana fertiliser experiments on
different soils throughout the island, and this is a helpful
start to this crop.
(d) PASTURES: If improved pastures and not merely
grazing lands of low carrying capacity are to figure in
diversified land use with rotations, then much information
is needed on adapted grasses for different areas, their
management, and the economics of livestock production for
such pastures under St. Catherine conditions.
(e) ECONOMICS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: Until very
recently, the economics of treatments and responses in
experiments have been almost ignored. Probably the most
effective way of portraying the value of beneficial treatments
and methods is to show the farmer that these techniques
will increase actual income. Too often today the reaction
of the farmer to a method proved by the Department of
Agriculture is that " Government can make it work, for
Government do not count the cost." This understandable
reaction could be changed by proof of actual economic
gain, especially if the experiment is carried out on the crop
and land of a private farmer and not on an Agricultural
Station.

Suggested Lines of Investigation and Research
The following suggestions for research are presented
briefly, but brevity is not intended to imply that minor
emphasis only is required in solving these problems. In
fact it is imperative at the outset to appreciate that they
represent a pivotal position around which an improved
land use programme must be orientated.
Irrigation
The greatest opportunity for increased agricultural
production in the near future in St. Catherine lies in the
greater use of irrigation on the St. Catherine Plains. This
can be achieved by irrigation of new areas and by more
efficient use of irrigation water in present irrigation areas.
Much good land on the plains is today almost unproductive
due to lack of irrigation water. This is an intolerable
situation in a land of dense population and severe unemployment like Jamaica.
To increase the irrigated area on the plains two steps
should, if at all possible, be taken:
(i) Increase by all practicable means the amount of
water available through the Rio Cobre Irrigation Scheme,
and increase the area served by the Scheme.
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APPENDIX A.
Soils of St. Catherine—Some Important Characteristics

H
Soil

Dominant
Slope
Range

Agualta
Sandy Loam

0-2°

Belfield Clay

10-25°

Moderate

II

Berkshire
Sandy Loam

0^2°

Rapid to
moderate

—

Fair

10

Berkshire
Stony Sandy
Loam

o-S°

Rapid

—

Fair to low

Afap
Symbol

24

-4I

Drainage
Through
Soil
Rapid

#• 217

Bodies Clay
Loam

218

Bodies
Gravelly
Clay Loam

do.

Very slow
to slow

99

Boghole Clay

0-5°

Very slow

199

Boghole
Sandy Loam

do.

77

Bonnygate
Stony Loam

>20°

79

Bundo Clay

82

Bundo Sandy
Loam

94

Any High
Water
Table

*

O'S"

do.

Very good

Alkaline rotten
shale parent
material at
15-30"

—

Erosion
Hazard

High except for
medium to low
potash. Slightly
alkaline

Some " packing " of
soil in siltier variants.
Moisture in dry
periods.

Moderate

High. JEopsoil
about neutral
becoming alkaline
with depth

Prevention of erosion.
Safe disposal of
excess surface water

do.

Very slight

do.

Few roots
below 6"-io",
in impeded
layer

do.

Sometimes
almost at
surface

do.

Water table or
impeded layer
at 6 " - i o "

Almost
none

do.

do.

do.

Very low

Bedrock at
I"-I'

High

do.

Fair

Impeded layer
at 6"-9" or
compact acid
subsoil

Medium.
About neutral
do.

Medium to low.
Slightly acidic.
Saline
do.

Low to medium.
Highly acidic
do.

do.

• cZJkè.
Content of large
stones.
Impeded drainage.
Salinity in arid areas.

Impeded drainage.
Salinity. Large
gravel and stones.
In arid areas.
Drainage both internal
and external.
do.

Very great
if cultivated

Moderate

Extreme shallowness.
Extreme stoniness.
Steepness.
Erodibility.

Very slight

Moderate. Very
low phosphate.
Highly acidic.

Internal and external
drainage. Acidity.

Moderate

Low.

Internal and external
drainage. Rapid
drying of topsoil.
Poor structure of
topsoil.

Moderate
to slight

High to very high.
Increasing alkalinity with depth

Slight

High. Slightly
acidic

Almost
none

High to very high.
Alkaline

Loss of structure with
cultivation. In poor
rainfall area.

do.

High to very high.
Alkaline

do.

do

do.

Carron Hall
Clay

I0~20°

Moderate.
Often slow
in subsoil

15

Cave Valley
Clay Loam

2-5°

127

Caymanas
Clay Loam

~;

128

Caymanas
Sandy Loam

do.

Very good

—.

High to fair

210

Churchpen

do.

Slow to
very slow

—

High

Compact
impeded layer
at 8"-i5"

Slight

Low to medium low.
Acidic. Often
saline

Drainage impedance.
Heavy subsoil.
Salinity.

215

Colbeck
Sandy Loam

2-10°

Slow below
6"-9"

Low

Compact clay
layer below
6"-9"

Moderate

Low to medium.
Acidic

In arid areas.

223

Cottontree
Sandy Clay

0-2°

Very slow
below
6*'-i4"

High

Clay layer
below 6"-14"

Almost nil

Low to medium low.
Acidic

Heavy clay subsoil.
Internal and external
drainage. I n arid
area.

Deepdene
Clay

2-10°

Very slow

Impeded layer
below 6 " - i o "

Moderate

Medium to low.
Highly acidic

Drainage impedance.
Acidity.

98
198

Clay

Deepdene
Sandy Loam

34

Diamonds
Clay Loam

36

Donnington
Gravelly
Loam

do.

>20°

do.

Good
do.

do.

Very high

—

—

do.

—

do.

—

do.

*

Fair to low

—

Subsoil, if
saturated.
Bedrock at
i5"-3o"

High

—-

Extremely
rapid to
rapid
do.

do.

Any Special
Soil Management
ProbLms

Slight
except
stream
bank

Very few roots
in mottled
impeded layer
below ó ' - i o "

Very
variable.
Sometimes
near
surface i n
wet season

Natural
Fertility

do.

High

Extremely
rapid

Very slow

Layerf if any,
Limiting Root
Penetration

Fair to low

Very slow

1

Moisture
Supplying
Capacity

do.

Shattered
bedrock at
." i2"-36"

Fair

do.

do.

Highly acidic

do.

Very high

Low. Slightly
alkaline

High

Medium.

Acidic

Content of stones,
where present. May
be shallow to
bedrock. Excess
water disposal.

—

do.
Poor structure of
topsoil.
Shallowness. Steepness. Erodibility.
do.
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APPENDIX A.
Soils of St. Catherine—Some Important Characteristics (continued)
Map
Symbol

Soil

130

Effort Loam

S-20°

Very slow
in sub-soil

126

Ferry Silty
Clay

0-20

Good in
topsoil,
very slow
below

Dominant
Slope
Range

Drainage
Through
Soil

Any High
Water
Table

Moisture
Supplying
Capacity

Layer; if any,
Limiting Root
Penetration

Erosion
Hazard

Good to
fair

Compact
impeded clay
subsoil below
I2"-I5"

Moderate
to high

Low to medium low.
Acidic

Drainage. Safe
disposal of excess
water. Erosion
control.

High

Variable water
table

Almost nil

High to medium.
Alkaline. Cften
saline

Drainage.
salinity.

Very low to
low

Shattered
crumbly bedrock from
i5"-30"

Very high

Med£u..Ti to low.
Neutra.'to slightly
acidic

High to
fair

Very acid
subsoil

High to
very high

'Jtow.-Wery highly;-' 'Erosifon control.
a'qSEeV
1 "jfligh acidlp.-

Fair to poor

Hard shattered
shale at i2"-2o"

High

Medium. Neutral
topsoil, alks''
subsoil and parent
material

—

High to fair

—

Slight to
moderate

Medium:

Very variable.
Maybe
from
24"-50"

Natural
Fertility

Any Special
Soil Management
Problems

Some

SO

Flint River
Sandy Loam

>2°°

Extremely
rapid

35

Halifax Clay

10-30°

Moderate

46

Halls Delight
Channery
Clay Loam

>20°

Extremely
rapid

SI

Harkers Hall
Loam

S-IO"

Rapid to
moderate

227

Hartlands
Clay

0-2°

Almost
none

Usually
near
surface

Always wet

For most plants
water table
near surface

Almost
none

Low. Highly acidic." • *^2>ut-—-*r -urface
May be salin
.IKerVgiBntrol of
water ta'°i. Salinity.

229

Horsecave
Clay

do.

Very little

Maybe at
surface
after rains.
None in
dry season

Good

Water table if
present.
Compact
impeded clay
subsoil

None

*.ow. Sal' - '.lieiridic

High

Impeded
subsoil

Almost m

—

224

Innswood
Clay Loam

0-2°

Slow to
very slow

—

8

Knollis Clay

do.

Very slow

—

Lagoon Peaty
Loam

o-i°

Moderate
in top,
almost
none below

24"-40"

Linstead
Clay Loam

5-10°

Very slow
in subsoil

~~

212

Lodge Clay
Loam (Low
Salinity
phase)

o~2°

Moderate

213

Lodge Clay
Loam (High
Salinity
phase)

do.

do.

do.

106

Lluidas
Gravelly
Sandy Loam

do.

Very rapid

Lucky Hill
Clay Loam

o-5°

Very slow
in subsoil

Morgans
Clay Loam

0-2°

do.

—

High to fair

63

Palm Clay

5-10°

do.

—

33

Pennants
Clay Loam

do.

do.

—

13

Rosehall Clay

0-2°

Rosemere
Fine Sandy
Loam

2-5°

129

61

74

226
|

v

64
7?

St. Ann Clay
Loam

None

Compact
impeded
subsoil

Often in
rainy
season at
l2*-36*

f

Extremely
rapid

—

Acidic

1
1

do.

Erosion control.' Safe
disposal of sur££ *
water, shallowness.
ftejBSs.

Almost impossible to
dispose of water.
N o natural drainage
from this area.
Salinity. Arid area.

Medium.

Acidic

In arid area. Surface
and internal drainage.

Medium.
acidic

Highly

Surface and internal
drainage.

Moderate

Water table

Almost nil

Medium to low.
Acidic. Often
saline

Fair

Compact
impeded
subsoil

Moderate

Low to medium low.
Highly acidic

Safe removal of excess
water. Erosion
control.

Almost nil

Medium high.
Neutral

In arid area.

Increasing
salinity with
depth

do.

Medium high.
Slightly acid.
Saline

In arid area. Salinity.

Fair to low

Coarse gravel
parent
material at
depths of
20"-S0"

do.

High to medium.
Slightly alkaline

Conservation of
moisture.

Fair to high

Compact
impeded clay
subsoil at
8'-is*

Very slight

Fairly high.
Slightly to
markedly acidic

Drainage.
area.

do.-

Almost nil

Fair.

do.

do.

Moderate

Medium low.
Highly acidic

do. .

do.

High

Very slow

do.

do.

Shallowness. Steep- '
ness. Erodibility.

do.

Drainage.

In arid

do.

Alkaline

Safe disposal of
surface water.
Erosion control.
do.

Low to medium low.
Highly acidic
Drainage.

High

Impeded clay
subsoil, or
rainy season
water table

Almost nil

Low.

Fair to poor

Impeded clay
subsoil

Very high

Low. Highly
acidic

Preserving structure
of topsoil. Safe
disposal of excess
water.

Poor

Bedrock, if
shallow soil

Moderate
to high

Low.

Low fertility. Preservation of topsoil.
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Acidic

Salinity
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APPENDIX A.
Soils of St. Catherine—Some Important Characteristics (continued)
s88fev

Symbol

Soil

Dominant
Slope
Range

Drainage
Through
Soil

228

Salt Island
Clay Loam

0-2 0

Very slow

231

Smallwood
Sandy Loam

do.

Moderate

222

Springfield
Clay

do.

Extremely
slow or
none

Sterling Silt
Loam

2-5°

Very slow

d°)

Sunbury Clay >

<-->o°

220

Sydenham
Clay

0-2°

221

Sydenham
Sandy Loam

102

14

Any High
Water
Table

Moisture
Supplying
Capacity

Obtaining irrigation
water. Salinity.
Surface drainage.

Almost
none

Moderate.
Saline

Poor

May be compact grit or
gravel at
l6"-30"

Very slight

Low to medium low.
Acidic

Moisture supply.

Good

Water table

Nil

Medium.
acidic

Drainage. Diversion
of water from
surrounding land.

Fair

Compact, impeded silty
clay subsoil
at 8"-l2"

Very little

Low to medium low.
Acidic

Drainage. Preservation of topsoil
structure.

do.

Impeded clay
subsoil at
8"-i4*

High

Low.

Erosion control. Safe
disposal of excess
water.

do.

Fair to good

Compact, i m peded clay
subsoil at
6"-I2*

Almost nil

Medium. Acidic.
Variably saline

In arid area. Drainage. Difficulty of
cultivation.
Salinity in places.

do.

Very slow
in subsoil

Poor to fair

Compact, impeded sandy
clay subsoil
at (T-iz"

do.

Low to medium.
.Acidic

In arid area.
Drainage. Some
Salinity.

Trout Hall
Sandv Clay

2-10°

Very s t

High

Impeded subsoil below
I2'-20'

Slight

Medium.

Drainage.

Tulloch
Sandy Loam

0-2°

Moderate
to slow

Fair to low

Compact subsoil at from
I2"-t8*

Almost nil

Low to medium low.
Acidic

do.

Slow to
very slow

—

Fair

Compact impeded subsoil

do.

do.

o-5°

Very slow

Maybe
perched
water table
in wet
season

Very poor

Extremely
compact
subsoil

Moderate
to high

Extremely low.
Very acidic

Very low fertility.
Very poor structure.
Drainage impedance.

Bedrock at
from i5"-4o"

Slight to
moderate

Medium. Neutral,
becoming alkaline
below

Steepness.

High to
very high

Medium to low.
Highly acidic

Erosion control.
Acidity.

Near surface unless
drained

ï-'SoT

—

—

Tulloch
Silty Clay
Loam

Acidic.

Any Special
Soil Management
Problems

Possibly clay
subsoil or
salinity

\
7

Natural
Fertility

Erosion
Hazard

Fair to
good if
irrigated

**•"

4.71

6

Layerf if any,
Limiting Root
Penetration

Highly

Very acidic

Acidic

at I 2 " - I 8 "

66

Tydixon
Loamy Sand

75

Union Hill
Stony Clay

10-30 0

Moderate

—

High

95

Waitabit Clay

10-20°

Moderate
to good

—

High to fair

12

Wallens Silty
Clay Loam

0-2°

Moderate

124

Whim Sandy
Loam

0-2"

Very good

125

Whim Clay
Loam

do.

do.

10-30°

Very rapid

Poor to fair

Moderate

Fair to h i g h 1 : If deep ; more
Vcompact clay
subsoil

96

Wild Cane
Sandy Loam

59

Williamsfield
Clay Loam

5-10°

32

Wirefence
Clay Loam

10-20°

do.

—

Disposal of excess
surface water.
Maintenance of
structure.
Drainage. Disposal
of excess surface
water.

Stoniness.

High

Gradually
increasing
drainage
impedance
with depth

Almost nil

Low to medium low.
Slightly acidic

Drainage.

—

Fair

None

Almost nil

High to very high.
Alkaline

In arid area. Loss of
structure with
cultivation.

—

High

do.

do.
Gradually
increasing
compactness
of sandy
parent
material

Very add
subsoil

31

do.*

do.

do.
Acidic

Low fertility.
1 Erosion control.
Maintenance of
structure. Disposal
of excess surface
water.

Very high

Very low.

Slight to
moderate

Low to medium.
Acidic

Safe disposal of excess
surface water. Low
fertility. Erosion
control.

High to
very high

Low. Very highly
acidic

Erosion control. Low
fertility. High
acidity. Safe
disposal of excess
surface water.

APPENDIX B.
TABLE i
A p p r o x i m a t e acreages* of soils of St. C a t h e r i n e
Soil
Agualta Sandy Loam ... .
Belfield Clay
^Berkshire Sandy Loam
B e r k s h i r e Stony Sandy Loam
Bodies Clay Loam
Bodies Gravelly Clay Loam
Boghole Clay
Boghole Sandy Loam ...
Bonnygate Stony Loam
Bundo Clay
Bundo Sandy Loam
Carron Hall Clay
Cave Valley Clay Loam
Caymanas Clay Loam ...
Caymanas Sandy Loam
;
Churchpen Clay...
*C#
Colbeck Sandy Loam ...'
Cottontree Sandy Clay ...
Deepdene Clay
Deepdene Sandy Loam
•/ Diamonds Clay Loam ...
Donnington Gravelly Loam
Effort Loam ^ ^ ~ .
Ferry Silty Clay^ 0 Flint River Sandy Loam

Acres
Soil
Soil
Acres
1,500
Halifax Clay
2,000
Springfield Clay
Halls Delight Channery Clay
50
Sterling Silt Loam
Loam
50
700
Sunbury Clay
Harkers Hall Loam
250
100
Sydenham Clay
700
Hartlands Clay ...
1,000
Sydenham Sandy Loam...
Horsecave Clay ...
2,000
50
Trout Hall Sandy Clay ...
Innswood Clay Loam
100
700
Tulloch Sandy Loam ...
100
Knollis Clay
1,500
Tulloch Silty Clay Loam
&1&i^
70,000,
Tydixon Loamy Sand ...
Lagoon Peaty Loam
600
600 & Linstead Clay Loam
Union Hill Stony Clay ...
^j5,ooo
,.
'SAT
750
Lodge Clay Loam (Low Salinity
WaitabitClay
3,000
*phase)
2,500
Wallens' Silty Clay Loam
50
Lodge'Clay Loam §High Salinity
Whim Sandy Loam
10,000 j . phase)
650
Whim Clay Loam
10,000
1,500
-^TLluidas Gravelly Sandy Loam
Wild Cane Sandy Loam
5,Ó§EP •7£Lucky Hill Clay Loam
700
Williamsfield Clay Loam
800
Wirefence Clay Loam ...
ÏÖÓMorgans Clay Loam200
Made Land
Palm Clay
200
300
Mangrove Swamp
Pennants
Clay
Loam
2,500
100
River Wash
Rosehall Clay
500
20,006
Urban Land
Rosemere Fine Sandy Loam
200
500
Beach Sand
St. Ann Clay^Loam
50,000
Salt Swamp
Salt Island Clay Loam ...
1,500
5,000
Smallwood Sandy Loam
20,000
250
Salinas
* Acreages planimetrically computed from 1 :25,000 sheets.

A p p r o x i m a t e acreages* of L a n d Capability Classes i n
St. Catherine
Class of Land
Acres
20,000
I
20,000
II
85,000
III
45,000
IV
30,000
V
85,000
VI

A p p r o x i m a t e acreages* of slope categories i n ~~
St. Catherine

1,500
300
100
. ^15,000
300
50
750
200
350
7,000
500
1,500
4,000
500
500
100
500
1,000
2,500
2,000
2,000
100
200
6,000

TABLE 3

TABLE 2

Slope
A
B
C
D
E
F

Acres

.-^SB*^»-

••WWi

Afres55,ooo
ii,op<5
2§ip^-«|.
20,000 - •>"i"i
155,000
17,000

V

Acreages planünec^eajte comfjd^f from 1 : 25,000 sheets
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APPENDIX C.
Soil Profile Descriptions
Map
Symbol
2 4 / Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Map
Symbol
Agualta Sandy Loam.
Fort Stewart, 2/3 ml. NNW. of
House, i ml. W. of river.
Recent alluvium—mixed, but mainly
from Blue Mt. series.
Flat.
Throughout.

Physiography
St. Catherine Plains.
Drainage
Poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Moderate to poor.
Sample
Depth
0-6"
7.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure :
F 2 S B K ; Consistence : M F R ; some small
black shot.
6-10" Transition.
* 10-30" 5YR5/4 (moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure :
CiSBK j Consistence : M F i ; some small
gravel.
(Some brown and yellow brown mottles.)
Grades at 30-60" into sands and gravels (P.M.).
* Often a shallow pale red-brown clay layer
heré,^. .
i'^

Topography
Moisture
Erosion
+
Vegetation or Crop New Plant Cane, very weedy.
First bottom alluvial flat. ->«*?*"
Physiography
Poor to moderate.
Drainage
Nil.
$>^.
Stoniness
Permeability
Good to excessive.
Sample
Depth
5YR4/2 (moist); Texture : F S L ; Structure :
0-3"
VFViSBK ; Consistence : MVFR.
5YR4/2 (moist) ; Texture : F S L ; Structure :
3-9"
Many
F2SBK ; Consistence : M V F R ;
worms.
SL ; Structure :
9-24" 5YR4/2 (moist); Texture
FiSBK ;
Consistence :
MFR;
Many
worms.
10YR4/2 (moist); Texture GLfc, Structure :
24-31
F2SBK;
Consistence : M F R ;
Many
worms.
31-38" 10YR5/3 (moist); Texture : SiL ; Structure :
N o n e ; Consistence : MVFR
Many
worms.
38-55" 10YR5/3 (moist); Texture : LS ; Structure :
None ; Consistence : M L ; Watertable.
Structure;
55-72" 10YR4/2; Texture : LCoS ;
None : Consistence : wet and sloppy.
Soil Type
Berkshire Sandy Loam.
Treadways—across road and 200
Location
yds. NE. of Government Centre.
Parent Material
Sandy and gravelly recent alluvium
from interior basin deposits, limestones and hornfels.
Almost flat.
Topography
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
+
Vegetation or Crop Grass and neglected Grapefruit.
Physiography
Small alluvial flat.
Drainage
Moderate.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to excessive.
Sample
Depth
0-7"
7.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : SL ;
M2SBK j Consistence
7-13" 7.5YR4/2 (moist); Texture : SL ;
M i S B K j Consistence : MVFR.
13"
7.5YR4/4 (moist) ; Texture : G S L ; Structure :
little ; Consistence : ML-MVFR.
Grading into
40"
7.5YR5/4 (moist) ; Texture : GSL ; Structure :
little ; Consistence : ML-MVFR.
Bodies Clay Loam.
Soil Type
150 yds. SW. of main railway
Location
crossing at Bodies.
Parent Material
Old alluvium.
Flat.
Topography
Moisture
Throughout,
o
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Weedy pasture with acacias.

99

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Boghole Clay.
100 yds. from hard limestone edge in
Boghole Property.
Colluvium from and possibly over
yellow limestone shales.
Slightly undulating.
Throughout.

Topography
Moisture
0
Erosion
Vegetation or CropPasture, following sweet potatoes.
Physiography
Almost flat colluvial hollow.
Drainage
Very poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Moderate to 9".
Sample
Depth
0-9"
10YR3/3 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :

VF2SBK ; Consistence : M P .
10YR3/3 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M i S B K ; Consistence : WSS. (With pale
grey mottles.)
Transition.
36-47" 10YR3/3; 10YR7/2; 10YR7/6 (fine inter#MSjBM)ttles); Texture : C ; Structure M i S B K :
r^mf
• Cqasistence : WSS.
47-72" 10YR7/2;
10YR7/6 (coarse intermottle);
%
Texture : C ; Structure : M i S B K ; Consistence : WSS.
9-24"

Soil Typër "
Location

Bonny Gate Stony Loam.
100 yds. N . of Mt. Olivet House,
.Malvern.
HSfd"white limestone.
Steeply sloping.
Throughout.

Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Scrubby Pasture.
Side of limestone ridge.
Physiography
Excessive.
Drainage
Stoniness
3Excessive.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
0-3"
5YR3/3 (moist) ; Texture : StL ; Structure :
M2CR ; Consistence : MFR.*
5YR4/4 ;
Texture :
StCL ;
Structure :
3-7"
M 2 S B K ; Consistence: M F R - M F i * * .
* Many rock outcrops and small stones.
** Grades, with increasing stones, to
shattered or solid limestone at 6-10".
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Map
Symbol
79- Spi& Type
Location'
•

*

•

*

Map
Symbol
127
Soil Type
Location

•

Bundo Clay.
I n wide flat in Bundo Land Settlement, 2 mis. E. of Oracabessa...'..
Parent Material
Colluvium from limestones a o d t ó i ë
soils.
•**,
Topography
Flat.
^"V,
Moisture
Throughout. Watertable 55".
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate pasture.
Wide colluvial flat
limestone
Physiography .
plateau.
Very poor.
Drainage
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Fair to 14".
Sample
BeWi
0-3"
5YR3/4 (moist) j Texture : C L ; Structure :
M2CR ; Consistence : MFR. Many small
black shot.
5YR3/4 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
3-9"
VF2SBK ; Consistence : MFR. Some small
black shot.
9-14" Transitional.
14-19" 2.5YR5/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M2SBK ; Consistence : M F I . A few small
black shot.
7.5YR5/6 (moist); Texture : , C ; Structure :
19-33
"C2SBK j C r a t ó l e n c e : SEFR-MSS. No
shot.
Coarsely mottled with 2 J ^ y ^ ^ ^ i . v
33-60" 7 > 5 Y R 5 / 6 i r ; ^ ] $ R 5 / 6 j S ^ a ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ s e intermotüe) y ^ P ' ^ u r è ^ ^ ? S ^ P É u r è - i & £ ^ A B K j
Consistence : MP-MSS. rdfe&PfGffs £ 5 S & I

94

Soil Type
Location

Caymanas Clay Loam.
600 yds. from Crum-Ewing Bridge,
Caymanas.
iParent Material
Mixed recent alluvium from -Rio
Cobre.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Moist below 1 i".
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Plant Lacatan 5 months old.
Physiography
Flood plains.
Drainage
Moderate ext. Very good int.
Stoniness
Permeability
Very good.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR6/3 (dry); 10YR3/2 (moist) ; Texture :
S i C L ; Structure : M2SBK j Consistence :
MFI-MFR—dry to i i " . Recently disced
to 6".
4-11" 10YR4/2 (moist); Texture : S i C L ; Structure :
C2SBK ; Consistence : M F I - i ^ R .
11-25" 10YR5/4 (moist); Texture : L ; Structure :
F V i A B K ; Consistence : MVFR.
2 5 3 3 " 10YR5/4 j
Texture:
FSL;
Structure:
FViABK ; Consistence : MVFR, almost
loose.
33"+
10YR5/4 (moist); Texture : L S j Structure :
none j Consistence : loose.

128

Carron Hall Clay. Sggg
150 yds. E. of M|i|ferljjsy|fall .road
junction at L u d ^ T a ï ü ï 25 yds.
SE. of road.
Soft rubbly hmestone.
Sloping. .
Throughout.

Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
Erosion
1.
Vegetation or Crop Poor weedy pasture.
Hill slope.
Physiography
Good to moderate?
Drainage
&3F*i'*t*m
Very little. *
Stoniness
Fair to good.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
2.5YR3/2 (moist) Texture
0-7"
'-VK' : C ; Structure :
CaSBK ConsisTtence : m F f v
7-11" Transitional.
11-18" 10YR5/8 (moist) ; T e x t u r e ! C ; Structure :
C i S B K ; Consistence: WP-WSS.
Waxy
intersurfaces.
18-24" 10YR8/3 (moist) ; Texture : S i C ; Structure :
FIABK ; Consistence : MVFR,- Grading
into soft rubbly limestone at 24" and below.
15

Cave Valley Clay Loam.
200 yds. S. of Cave Valley Great
House.
Very mixed alluvium.
'**_
Parent Material
Topography
Gently undjulating. 'q£.
"''» i ' '
Moisture
Throughout.
;JfeJi * *
Erosion
+ •
=».* '•••$!?
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate pasture.
Physiography
Gently undulating alluvial flat. - &
Drainage
Fair to good.
^^
Stoniness
Nil.
*
Permeability
Good.
Sample
Depth
10YR3/2 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure
0-4"
VF3SBK ; Consistence : MSP.
4-12" 10YR3/2 (moist) ; Texture : CL j Structure
F2SBK ; Consistence : MSP.
12-36" 10YR4/3 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure
F2SBK ; Consistence : MSP.
36-72" 10YR5/3 (moist) j Texture : CL ; Structure
M2SBK ; Consistence : MSP.

Soil Type
Location

34

Soil Type
Location

Caymanas Sandy Loam.
I n centre field of Grange Estate, S.
of Spanish Town.
Recent alluvium from Rio Cobre.
Parent Material
Flat.
Topography
Moisture
Moist below 1"—irrigated 26/2/55.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop 3rd Ratoon irrigated Lacatan bananas.
Physiology
Rio Cobre Flood Plain.
External—poor.
Internal—Very
Drainage
good.
Stoniness
NU.
Very good to excessive.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR6/3 (dry) j 10YR3/4 (moist) ; Texture :
S L ; Structure : M2SBK ; Consistence :
MFR—Top 1" loose and dry.
4-14" 10YR4/3 (moist) j Texture : S i C L ; Structure :*
M2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
14-28" 10YR5/4 (moist); Texture : F S L ; Structure :
F V I S B K ; Consistence: MVFR.
28-48" 10YR4/3 (moist) ; Texture : L F S ; Structure :
Nil j Consistence : MVL. Water Table ?
48"+
10YR6/4 (moist) ; Texture : LS ; Structure :
N i l ; Consistence : very damp and loose—
some faint rusty mottles.

Churchpen Clay Loam.
250 yds. N . of Perry's New Pump
house, in Verley property, $ ml. N .
of Spring Village.
Parent Material
Old alluvial material—gravelly—from
Coleburns Gully.
Flat.
* $ Topography
Stoniness
Very little, some gravel.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate.
S. Plains
Physiography
External—poor.
Drainage
Internal—very
poor below 10".
Moisture
Almost dry throughout.
Good to 10", very slow below.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
7.5YR4/2 (dry); Texture : G C ; Structure :
0-4"
M2SBK ; Consistence : D V H , much small
gravel—some small black shot.
4-10" 7.5YR4/2 (dry) ; 10YR3/2 (moist) j Texture :
GC ; Structure : M2SBK 5 Consistence :
DH-MVFI—much small gravel—some small
black shot.

210

Soil Type
Location

Map

Map
Symbol
10-16"

24-33"
32*+
215

223

98

5YR4/3 (moist) j Texture : SC ; Structure :
CiABK, tendency to columnar;
Coag.
sistence : D H - M V F I , some small ;gravefejeg
no shot.
Profuse fine buff speckles.
Changes gradually to
7-5YR5/4 (moist) j Texture : SC j Structure"JK
M i A B K ; Consistence : MFI—finer, fewei|
speckles.
Rotten gravel, variegated colours, dry and
crumbly.

':4
5YR5/6, 5YR7/1 (moist) (faint |intermottle) j
. T e x t u r e : C ; Structure : M i S B K ; Consistence : MS-MP.
21-28' 5YR5/6, 5YR7/1 (moist), distinct intermottle ;
Texture : C ; Structure : F i S B K ; Consistence : MS-MP.
28-48" "Transition.
48-72" 5YR7/1 (moist); Texture : C j Structure :
F I S B K J Consistence: MS-MP ; with red
mottles.

ïïPv •W-'.^TJ*- • O

2 1

^SWkgype
Location

Diamonds Clay Loam.
Ridgetop £ ml. S. of Effort Bridge.
Parent Material
" Metamorphosed' Series "—Hornfels.
Steep and youthful.
Topography
Throughout.
Moisture
2.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Mixed cacao, coffee and breadfruit.
10 yds. below knifeedge ridge on
Physiography
steep slope.
Excessive.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Permeability
High.
Sample
Depth
: 0-8"
10YR6/3 (dry), 10YR3/2 (moist); Texture :
C L tqg$fea
Structure : F 2 S B K ; Con-

Colbeck Sandy Loam.
f ml. W. of Colbeck Castle, 20 yds.
E. of road, between road and gully.
Old alluvial sands and gravels with
Parent Material
some alluvium from limestone.
Undulating.
Topography
Moisture
Throughout, often dry to 3".
o.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Guinea grass pasture, with acacias.
Undulating N . fringe of St. Catherine
Physiography
Plains.
Good.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Good to 8".
Permeability
Sample
Depth
0-1"
5YR3/3 (moist); Texture : F S L ; Structure :
M 2 C R ; Consistence : M F R j Gritty.
1-8"
5YR3/3 (moist) ; Texture : F S L ; Structure :
M i G R ; Consistence : M L . Gritty.
8-16" 5YR5/4 (moist) j Texture : C j Structure :
CiABK J Consistence : M F .
16"+
5YR4/3 (moist) ; Texture : C L ; Structure :
CiABK ; Consistence : M F - M F R . Gritty.
Grades at 22" to 30" into weathered gravel and
grit.
Soil Type
Location

sistence : TMIPS.

^ 8 | j # j J | p ¥ | | 4 / . 2 (m($g&Tj Texture : L ; Structure :
i p i p t i S B K ; Consistence : MFR.
i ^ p ^ S ^ p ö Y K ^ Ö m t ö ^ J Texture : L j Structure :
mfê
MiSBK-; Consistence : MFR.
i ^ [ * ^ 3 : i i o Y R 6 / 2 (moist); Texture : SL ; Structure :
Little ; Consistence : MFR.
;' Below 27" in P.M. of weathered shattered
I hornfels.
: ^ j h i s profile is deeper than normal.
At 18" faint speckling appears as P.M. is
approached. This increases until at 27" it
(P.M.) forms over 90 per cent of soil.
Occasional gravel through the topsoil.

Soil Type
Location

Cottontree Sandy Clay.
Innswood. Cottontree Field. 150
yds. N . of main canal.
Mixed old alluvium and colluvium
Parent Material
from nearby limestone and its soils.
Almost flat.
Topography
Throughout,
Moisture
o.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Sugar cane—moderate.
St. Catherine Plains.
Physiography
Very poor.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Slow.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
0-6"
10YR5/2 (moist) ; Texture : SC ; Structure :
M2SBK;
Consistence : M F R - M F I . A
few brown shot.
6-14" 7.5YR5/6 (moist); Texture : SC ; Structure :
M i S B K ; Consistence : M F R - M F I .
Grades into
30-36- 5YR5/8 (moist) ; Texture : SC ; Structure :
C i A B K : Consistence: M F I .

Donnington Gravelly Loam.
ml. W. of Borobridge, 20 yds.
above roadside.
Conglomerate and ashes, mainly
-Parefit Material
. . basic pyroclastic material.
Youthful and steep.
Topography^ -,
^Throughout.
Moist-uf&J&
2.
Erosion .'•
-Vegetation or Crop Acacia scrub.
Physiography
Steep hillslope.
Drainage
Good to excessive.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to excessive. .
Sample
Depth
7.5YR3/2 ;
Texture : G L j
Structure
V F 3 S Ï K \ Consistence : MFR.
4-14" ' 5YR3/4* (moist); Texture*!*' G L ; Structure
VF3SBÏJ1&, Consistence : MFR.
?5YR4/2.:(]ÉpMst)'; Texture : G L j Structure
F 2 S B K : Consistence: MFR. Below is
parent material, weathered conglomerate.
v§gt?,lType^

&*?
Deepdene Clay.
Soil Type
300 yds. W. of Deepdene House
Location
Yellow limestone shales.
Parent Material
Gendy sloping.
Topography
Throughout.
Moisture
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Bananas.
Undulating gentle footslopes.
Physiography
Moderate.
Drainage
Stoniness
Nü.
Permeability
Very poor below 8".
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR3/2 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure
V F 3 S B K ; Consistence : MFR.
4-8"
7.5YR6/6 (moist); Texture :' C ; Structure
VF3SBK ; Consistence : MFR.

fa*

Soil Type
Location

Effort Loam.
Woodland district in Effort property
—J ml. S. of Effort Bridge.
Hornfels.
Gently sloping.
Throughout.

Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Poor pasture—3 years after
crop.
Bench on valley side.
Physiography
Fair.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Moderate.
Permeability
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Map
Symbol

Map
Symbol
0-6"

I X/

5?

5YR4/3 (moist; Texture : L ; Structure
F2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
6-12" 2.5YR5/4 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure
MViABK ; Consistence : MVP.
12-24" 10R4/6, 5YR7/1, 5XR5/4, intermottle
Texture: C ;
Structure: MViABK
Consistence : MP.
24-36" 5YR7/1 (moist), coarsely mottled, 10R4/6
Texture : C ;
Structure : MViABK;
Consistence : MP.
Soil Type
Ferry*5fity Clay.
Location
'ï3P yds* from N.E. corner of Dundas
Piece, Caymanas Estate.
Parent Material
Reclaimed and drained mixed recent
alluvium and swamp deposits.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Moist throughout.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Plant cane.
Physiography
Old swamp—drained.
Drainage
External—slow. Internal—good to
„ •
33"Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to 33".
Sample •
Depth
0-4"
10YR2/2 (moist) j Texture : SICL ; Structure :
M2SBK ; Consistence : MFR-MFI.
4-13" 10YR2/2 (moist) j Texture : SICL ; Structure :
M2SBK; Consistence : MFR-MFI.
13-16" Transition.
16-27" Faint fine intermottle, 10YR6/3, 10YR4/4
(moist) j Texture : SICL ; Structure :
MViABK ; Consistence : MVFR.
27"+
10YR6/3 (moist) ; Texture : COS ; Structure :
None j
Consistence : Loose. Standing
water at 33".
Soil Type
Flint River Sandy Loam.
Location
Ridge top 100 yds. W. of Flint Rivei
village.
Parent Material
Granodiorite.
Topography
Very steep and youthful.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
3.
Vegetation or Crop Weedy scrub.
Physiography
Ridge top.
Drainage
Excessive.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Excessive.
Sample
Depth
0-3"
10YR5/2 (moist) j Texture : SL j Structure
MViCR ; Consistence : MVFR-ML.
3-10" 10YR6/4 (moist) j Texture : SL ; Structure :
GR ; Consistence : ML.
10"+
10YR6/4 (moist); Texture : LCoS ; Structure :
C2ABK* ; Consistence : MVFR ; Rotten
granodiorite.
* This is merely original rock structure.
Soil Type
Harkers Hall Loam.
Location
Harkers Hall—50 yds. S. of main
road and 100 yds. SW. of sports
ground.
Parent Material
Colluvial from granodiorite and its
soils.
Topography
Gently sloping.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
O.
Vegetation or Crop Mixed bananas, food crops and old
cacao.
Physiography
Large hillside bench.
Drainage
Fair.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good.
Sample
Depth
0-7" 5YR3/3 (moist); Texture : L ; Structure :
M2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.

7-12"

5YR4/4 (moist); Texture : SCL ; Structure :
MiSBK j Consistence : MFR-MS.
12-30" 5YR5/4 (moist) ; Texture : SCL ; Structure :
» 'MiSBK ; Consistence : MFI.
30"+
5YR5/4 (moist); Texture : SL ; Structure :
MViABK ; Consistence : MFR.

/
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Soil Type
Location

Halifax Clay.
100 yds. SE. of Lucky Hill Halifax
Road, i ml. before White River.
Parent Material
Highly weathered acid shales and
tuffaceous shales.
Topography
Moderately sloping.
Moisture
Below 4".
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate coconut pasture.
Physiography
Concave hill slope.
Drainage
Good.
Stoniness
Nil.
Sample
Depth
0-3" 2.5YR3/6 (dry) j Texture : C ; Structure :
M2SBK j Consistence : DSH.
3-9" 2.5YR4/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M2SBK j Consistence : MFI.
9-19" 2.5YR4/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
CiABK j Consistence : MP. Some small
grey mottles.
19-25" 2.5YR4/6 (moist); Texture : C j Strusture :
F2SBK; Consistence : MP-MFR. Much
fine grey mottling.
Grading down, with larger mottle to weathered
shale.
*58-64" 2.5YR4/6 (moist) ; Texture : SiC 5 Structure :
MiABK;
Consistence: MFR. Large
mottles of 10YR7/3 and 10YR7/6.
* This is highly weathered shale.
Soil Type
Location

Halls Delight Channery Clay Loam.
300 yds. W. of end of main road
from Enfield, 300 yds. above river.
Parent Material
Richmond Beds (calcareous shales).
Topography
Steep, mountainous, youthful.
' Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
2.
Vegetation or Crop Very bushy flat grass pasture.
Physiography
Very steep, hill slope.
Drainage
Excessive.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to excessive.
Sample
Depth
0-3"
10YR5/4
(moist);
Texture:
ChCL;
Structure : F3SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
3-9"
10YR5/3
(moist);
Texture:
ChCL;
Structure : F2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
9-18" 7.5YR5/4
(moist);
Texture:
ChCL;
Structure : M2SBK; Consistence : MFR.
Many small stones.
18" +
Rotten parent material. Many hard brown
shale pieces set in a little clay loam.
Soil Type
Location

Hartlands Clay.
About 250 yds. SE. of Hartlands
House.
Parent Material
Old alluvium.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout, wet below 21".
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Poor sedgy pasture.
Physiography
St. Catherine Plains.
Drainage
Almost none.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very slow.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR2/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
MiSBK; Consistence: MSS-MFR. Some
small black shot.
4-8" Transition. Some small black shot.

Map
Symbol

Map
Symbol
8-21"

*2i-40"
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10YR6/3 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
very Utile ; Consistence : MS-MP.
Mottled with 10YR7/2. A few small black
shot.
Intermottle, 10YR6/3, 10YR6/1 (moist);
Texture : SC ; Structure : almost none ;
Consistence? p W.S-WP.
* Watertable at 21".**

Stoniness
NU.
Permeability
Very poor.
Sample
Depth
0-3"
i $ ^ 4 / 2 (moist); Texture : C j Structure :"
" M2SBK j Consistence : M F R - M F I . Some
smaU black shot.
3-7*
Transition.
7"
10YR5/4 (moist); Texture : C j 'Structure :
CViSBK ; Consistence : M F I - M P . Some
smaU brown shot and some white specks.
(Some grey ancLjcoYR6/6 motthhg).
. Grading «ito
36*
10YR6/4 (moist) ; Texture"!" ^ y ^ StructuTE:
very h t t l e ;
Consistence: M P . (With
10YR7/2 mottling).

Soil Type
Location

Horsecave Clay.
Centre of Horsecave embayment in
HeUshire Hills.
Parent Material
Mixed old alluvium and much
colluvium from the limestone
HeUshire HiUs.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
0.
Vegetation or Crop Nearly pure low sedge.
Physiography
Flat embayment of St. Catherine
Plains into HeUshire HiUs.
Drainage
Almost none—no external to sea.
Stoniness
NU.
Permeability
Very slow.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR4/3 (moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure :
M i S B K j Consistence : M F I - M F R . Some
brown shot.
4-9"
Transition.
9"+
10YR5/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
very Uttle;
Consistence : M F I . Some
brown shot.
Becoming slightly paler with depth and shot
getting fewer. Some faint brownish grey
motde .

61

Soil Type
Location

Innswood Clay Loam.
About f ml. W. of Innswood
factory and 200 yds. S. of main
canal.
Parent Material
Old alluvia, with a Uttle coUuvium
from limestone.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Sugar cane.
Physiography
St. Catherine Plains.
Drainage
Very poor.
Stoniness
NU.
Permeability
Poor.
Sample
Depth
0-6"
10YR3/3 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M2SBK ; Consistence : 7FR. Some small
black shot.
6-10" 1ÖYR4/3 (moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure :
MiSBK;
Consistence : M F R - M F I . A
few small black shot.
10-16" Intermottle : 10YR6/4, 10YR4/3 (moist);
Texture : SC j
Structure : MiABK ;
Consistence : M F I .
Grading into
30-$6" 10YR5/3 (moist) ; Texture : SC ; Structure :
MiABK;
Consistence: M F I . (Some
mottling of 10YR6/3).
Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Soil Type
Location

Linstead Clay Loam.
100 yds. SW. from Commodore
Crossroads.
Parent Material
Inland Basin Deposits.
Topography
Rolling.
Moisture
AU moist.
Erosion
1.
Vegetation or Crop Poor flat grass pasture with Logwood.
Physiography
Undulating Inland Basin.
Drainage
Surface good. Interior poor below
18".
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to 18".
Sample
Depth
0-4"
5YR3/4 (dry) ; Texture : CL ; Structure :
M 2 S B K ; Consistence : M F - D H . Many
small hard red shot.
4-7"
Transition. Many small hard red shot.
7-18" 2.5YR4/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
C2ABK;
Consistence: MFR. Fewer
smaU hard red shot.
18-24" 2.5YR4/6 (moist); Texture : C j StruHuTCw.
FYiABK ;
Consistence : MVFR. Very
few small hard red shot.
Much fine mottlings of 7.5YR6/6. Many
smaU soft red shot.
MottUng, with depth, becomes greyer and
increases until it becomes the ground mass.
50-55" 10YR7/2 (moist); Texture : C j Structure :
CViABK ; Consistence : MVFR. Waxy
intersurfaces.
Coarsely mottled with 2.5YR4/6.

2/.
(™£)

KnoUis Clay.
200 yds. NNE. of KnoUis pubUc
works yard—300 yds. W. of road.
Old Terrace material—sands and
gravels from Rio Doro.
Nearly flat.
Throughout.

Topography
Moisture
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Very poor weedy flat grass pasture.
Physiography
Terrace.
Drainage
Poor.
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Lluidas Gravelly Clay Loam.
Irene No. 1 Piece, Worthy Park
Estate.
Parent Material
Gravelly recent alluvium from Hornfels, limestones, Inland Basin.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
+
Vegetation or Crop 3rd Ratoon cane.
Physiography
2nd Bottom.
Drainage
Interior and exterior very good.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very good.
Sample
Depth
0-5"
5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : GR.L ; Structure :
F i S B K ; Consistence : MVFR.
5-12" 5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : GR.L ; Structure :
FiSBK;
Consistence : MVFR. Plough
sole.
12-18" 5YR3/2
(moist);
Texture:
GR.S.L.
Structure : loose ; Consistence : 60 per cent
gravel.
Grading into
28-36" 5YR3/2
(moist);
Texture :
GR.S.L.;
Structure : loose ; Consistence : 80 per cent
gravel. '
Soil Type
Location

Map
Symbol
212 Soil Type

Map
Symbol

Lodge Clay Loam (low salinity
phase).
Location
Extreme SW. corner of bananas in
Lodge Estate, 300 yds. NE. of
Lodge House.
Patent Material
Very mixed gravelly and sandy old
alluvium from Bowers Gully
Source.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Moist throughout.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop 3rd Ratoon Lacatan.
Physiography
'S. plains.
Drainage
. External fair—Internal good to 11",
moderate below.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability '
Very good to 11".
Sample
Depth
0-4" 7.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
F2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
4-11" 7.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
F2SBK; Consistence : MFR.
11-23" 5YR4/2 (moist) 5 Texture : SCL ; Structure :
MViABK ; Consistence : MVFR.
23-29" 5YR4/2 (moist) ; Texture : SiC ; Structure :
FiABK ; Consistence : MVFR.
50-56" 5YR4/2 (moist) j Texture ; SiC ; Structure :
FiABK ; Consistence : MVFR.
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10YR5/4 (moist); Texture: C ; Structure:
MiABK;
Consistence : MFI. Grades
into.
30-36" 10YR6/6 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure :
MiABK ; Consistence : MFI. (Some grey
mottling).
* At this point, between these 2 horizons,
there may be a shallow layer of almost pure
chalky lime, which may persist as small stringers
into the top of the next horizon, or may be
entirely absent.

*II-I6"

M

Soil Type
Location

Lucky Hill Clay Loam.
500 yds. N. on road from Lucky Hill
Land Settlement gate, 150 yds. E.
of road.
Parent Material
Colluvium from hard white limestone
and its soils.
j Topography
Almost flat.
Moisture
Only below 8".
Erosion
+
Vegetation or Crop Corn, followed by cowpeas.
Physiography
On flat floor of wide hollow in
limestone plateau.
Drainage
Fair to poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Fair in top 8" poor below.
Sample
Depth
0-3"
10YR4/3 (dry) j Texture : CL ; Structure :
M2CR ; Consistence : DL. A few small
black shot.
3-8"
10YR4/3 (dry) ; Texture : CL ; Structure :
F2SBK ; Consistence : DL. A few small
black shot.
8-16" 7.5YR4/4 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M3SBK;
Consistence : MVFI. Many
small black shot.
16-22" 7.5YR5/6 (moist; Texture : C ; Structure :
M2ABK (tendency to weak prismatic
structure) ; Consistence : MVFI. A few
small black shot.
40-46" Very similar to last horizon but no shot.

Soil Tffie ,
Palm Clay
Location
150 yds. NE. of Palm Corner.
Parent Material Interior basin deposits.
Topography
Undulating
Moisture
Throughout
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or CropModerate, weedy, sugar cane.
Physiography
Uneven floor of interior basin.
Moderate.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Poor, very poor below 81*
Permeability
Sample
Depth
10YR4/3 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure :
o-4'
M2SBK ; Consistence : MFR-MSS. May
be very occasional small stones above 8".
4-8" Transition.
10YR5/8 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure :
8"+
MiABK ; Consistence : MP-MS. (Mottled
with 10YR6/3). Grading into
10YR6/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
48"
CViABK;
Consistence:
MG-MP.
(Coarsely mottled with much 10YR6/2).
Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Pennants Clay Loam.
Okra Piece, Worthy Park Estate;
25 yds. E. of road.
Interior basin deposits.
Mainly
sands and gravels.
Rolling.
Throughout.

Topography
Moisture
1.
Erosion
Vegetation or CropFlatgrass pasture.
Almost on top of low rounded ridge.
. Physiography
Exterior good, interior poor below
Drainage
10".

Nil.
Stoniness
Very slow below 10".
Permeability
Sample
Depth
10YR2/2 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure :
0-4"
M2SBK ; tends to columnar; Consistence :
MF-MH.
4-10" 10YR3/2 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
M2SBK j Consistence : MF.
10-14" Transition.
14-20" 2.5YR5/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
M2ABK ; Consistence : MF-MFR. Common medium distinct mottles of 10YR6/8,
5YR5/8.
20-26" Intermottle: 2.5YR5/2, 10YR6/8, 5YR5/8
(moist);
Texture:
C;
Structure:
CViABK ; Consistence : MFR-MP.
Changing into
48-54" 5Y7/1 (moist); Texture : C. Many fine
mottles of 10YR6/8 and a few of 5YR5/8. *

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Morgans Clay Loam.
Bog Piece, Innswood.
Old swamp material, much from
hillwash from limestone and its
soils.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout.
Vegetation or Crop Lacatan bananas.
Physiography
St. Catherine Plains.
Drainage
Very poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR2/2 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
M3SBK ; Consistence : MFR. Many fine
white lime specks.
4-11" 10YR3/2 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
C2SBK j Consistence : MFR-MSS.

13

38

Soil Type
Location

Rosehall Clay.
Rosehall Land Settlement Valley
bottom 50 yds. E. of main road.
Parent Material
Recent alluvium mainly from inland
basin deposits and their soils.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture "
AU moist.
Erosion
+
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate;—95 per cent cover of
Flamingea.
Physiography
Valley bottom.

Map
Symbol

Map
Symbol
Very poor internal and external.
Drainage
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Poor, very poor below 14"
Depth
Sample
0-4" 2.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
MiSBK; Consistence : MSP. Some soft
black shot.
4-14* 2.5YR3/2 (moist) ; Texture : C j jSjjp&fure :
MiSBK; Consistence: MSP.
14-19" Transition.
f-jfffiliftfc''
19-24" Intermottle: 10YR5/2, i p f e s / C M ' ^ ^ Ö t j
Texture : C ; Sttucture>^JÊiSBK^®aV
sistence : MP-MS—many soft black snojl
Gradual change to
48-55" Similar to last, but many more shot—sometimes in masses.
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Physiography
Drainage
Stoniness
Permeabili^i
^Sample
0-4"
Mri*
8"+

Soil Type
Location

Rosemere Fine Sandy Loam.
250 yds. NW., and across road from
Treadways Sports Ground.
Parent Material
Interior basin deposits.
Topography
Almost flat, small hilltop.
Moisture
Below 2".
Erosion
1.
Vegetation or Crop Fallow, weedy pasture.
Physiography
Uneven floor of interior basin.
Drainage
Very poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very. slow.
Sample
Depth
0-2*
10YR5/3 (dry); Texture : VFSL or FSL ;
Structure : Almost none ; Consistence :
DL.
2-8"
10YR4/3 (moist); TexWreT" VFSL or F S L ;
Structure : VFiSBK; Consistence : MVFR.
8*
10YR5/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
CViABK j Consistence: MF. A little
grey (10YR6/2) mottling.
Grades into
48"
10YR6/4 (moist); Texture : C j Structure;
CViABK; Consistence: MF-MH. (More
grey (10YR7/2) mottling).
St. Ann Clay Loam.
1 £ mis. SW. of Galiha Point, 1J mis.
NW. of Blowing Point, 25 yds.
N. of road.
Parent Material Hard white limestone.
Topography
Gently sloping.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Ruinate pasture.
Physiography
On gentle slope in limestone plateau.
Drainage
Good.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very good to excessive.
Sample
Depth
0-9"
10R3/3 (moist)', Texture : C L ; Structure :
S G ; Consistence: MVFR-ML.
9-24" 10R3/4 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
FViSBK ; Consistence : MFR.
24-40" 10R3/6 (moist); Texture : CL ; Structure :
FViSBK ; Consistence : MFR.
Irregular but very abrupt boundary with hard
limestone surface at from 38-50".

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material
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Springfield Clay.
100 yds. N. of bridge at Bridge Pen.
Alluvium derived from the old
alluvium of the plains and its soils.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Throughout.
Vegetation or Crop Para grass, pasture.
Physiography
Poorly drained low narrow alluvial
flat.
Drainage
Very poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR3/2 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure :
M2SBK ; Consistence : MFR-MSS. (Some
faint 10YR6/4 mottling.)
4-10" 10YR5/2 (moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure :
MiSBK ; Consistence : MSS-MSP. (Some
mottling plus some small black shot.)
10" +
10YR6/4 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
very little ; Consistence : MS-MP.
(Much mottling of 10YR6/2 plus some small
black shot.)
Becoming slightly paler with depth.

14

Saltisland Clay Loam.
200 yds. NE. of road bridge over
Salt Island Creek.
Parent Material
Old alluvium.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture "
Throughout at time of sampling.
Erosion
o.
Vegetation or Crop Very poor dry pasture and acacias—
weedy.

10YR4/2 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure :
M2SBK j Consistence : MFR.
10YR4/3 (moist); Texture : C ; Stcujpture :
M2SBK; Consistence : MFR-MFI. Some
small brown shot.
10YR5/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
CiSBK; Consistence : MFI.
Becoming slightly paler-with depth and often
vaguely mottled wït^S^KR6/2. No shot
below about 12". Often'some small gravel
or grit below 12".
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Soil Type
Location

Soil Type
Location

St. Catherine Plains.
Very poor.
Nil.
Slow to very slow.

Smallwood Sandy Loam.
350 yds. NE. of Smallwood House.
Sandy and gravelly lenses in the old
alluvium.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
JBelow 2".
Erosion
' o.
Vegetation or Crop Pasture—mainly guinea grass and
acacia.
Physiography
St. Catherine Plains.
Drainage
Poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very good.
Sample
Depth
0-2" 7.5YR5/2 (dry); Texture : S L ; Structure :
G R ; Consistence : ML-DC.
2-5" 7.5YR4/2 (moist) j Texture : S L ; Structure :
FiSBK; Consistence : MFI.
5-20" 7.5YR5/4 (moist); Texture : SCL j Structure :
MiSBK ; Consistence : MFI.
20"+
7.5YR5/4 (moist); Texture: Sandy and
gravelly parent material.
Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Sterling Silt Loam.
Sterling Castle flat, 150 yds. W. of
Treadways Road.
Recent alluvium from interior basin
deposits, limestones and hornfels.
Flat.
Only just moist throughout.

Topography
Moisture
Erosion
+
Vegetation or CropPoor pasture.
First bottom of intermittent stream.
Physiography
Poor—internal and external.
Drainage

39

Map
Symbol

Map
Symbol
Vegetation or Crop Citrus.
Physiography
Old alluvial fan.
Drainage
Poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Slow.
Sample
Depth
0-12" 10YR3/1 (moist); Texture : SC ;
F2SBK ; Consistence : MPS.
10YR5/1 (moist); Texture : SCL ;
12-ii
M i S B K ; Consistence : MPS.
18- 2/
10YR7/2 (moist); Texture : SCL j
t"
CJxABK ; Consistence : M S .
24-36" iutfRfj2 (moist); Texture : SCL j
CViABK ; Consistence : M S .
red mottles start at 24".

Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to 5" very slow below.
Sample
Depth
- 0-5" - 10YR4/2 (moist) j Texture : SiL ; Structure :
F2SBK j Consistence : MFR. Good crumb.
5-12" 10YR5/4 (moist) ; Texture : SiL j Structure :
VFiSBK ; Consistence : MVFR. Almost
dry, with many small soft dark brown shot.
12-18" Coarse intermottle : 10YR5/6,10YR6/2 (moist);
Texture ': SiC ;
Structure : MViABK ;
Consistence: M F I . More of same shot,
often in small masses.
Changing gradually to
40"+
Similar to last but paler, and with more masses
of shot.
30

Soil Type
Location
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Soil Type
Location

1
192

Topography
Moisture
Erosion

Structure :
Structure :
Structure :
Fine rust-

Tulloch Sandy Loam.
Mary Field, Guanaboa Vale.
Very mixed—origin sands and
gravels.
Topography
Flat.
Moisture
Moist below 1".
o.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop 10 yrs. old oranges. .
Old river terrace.
Physiography
External—slow.
Internal—very
Drainage
good.
Nil.
Stoniness
Very good.
Permeability
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR5/3 (dry); 10YR4/2 (moist); Texture :
F S L ; Structure : F i S B K ; Consistence :
MFR. Dry to 1".
4-12" 7.5YR3/2 (moist); Texture : F S L ; Structure:
F2SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
12-21" 7.5YR4/2 (moist); Texture : F S L ; Structure :
CViABK ; Consistence : MFR.
21-31" 10YR5/4 (moist); T e x t u r e : S C L j Structure:
M i A B K ; Consistence : MFR.
31"+
Mixed j Texture : G C L ; Structure ; C2ABK ;
Consistence: M F I . Rotten mixed gravel
and of several colours.

'Sydenham Clay.
In N E . corner of exWrftl^nd of St.
Helens pastures.
Old alluvium frorl&^Bfip §obre
Parent Material
sources.-öP^fe^^.., ."f;"-^
Topography
Flat,
Moisture
Moist below 4". |
Erosion
o.
vjxt^éM
Vegetation or Crop Irrigated guinea grass, cïshew^shade
Physiography
S. Plains.
' "<2*-*-SE^fe;,
Drainage
External and internal very slow.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Very slow.
^Sample
Depth
0-4"
2.5YR2/0 (dr"'
Texture ^.M^^Struc^iSe?:
M3SBK ; Consistence:^fSV^Rs|
4-10" Transition. Texture ; Q^^^l^^^ë^^K
;
Consistence : MFI-M.H- ^^^te.:-Sgl^Js^^;k
shot.
• ; '-^i&ii£?
10-27" 10YR6/3 (moist); T e ^ É f e ^ ^ C f ' " S ^ r o ^ p e :
C i A B K ; ConsisÉilK^^p^Pi, - ^ a ^ / l i t l i l l
white specks—waxy im^s^p^êè|='Very few
small black shot.
27-55" 7-5YR5/4 (moist); Texturef^-^^j^jlkructure :
C i S B K ; Consistence
:\K0$$Wj0r
55"+
10YR5/6 (moist); Texture : S jl^Sr^crase :
none ; Consistence : M L .

Parent Material

Structure :

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material

Sunbury Clay.
Shelf above Frankfield on parochial
road SW. of town.
Parent Material
Mixed conglomerates.
Topography
Gently sloping.
Moisture
Throughout.
Erosion
2.
Vegetation or Crop Citrus—oranges.
Bench on hill slope.
Physiography
Poor.
Drainage
Nil.
Stoniness
Permeability ^
Slow to very slow,
Sample
Depth
0-8"
7.5YR5/4 (moist) j Texture : C L ; Structure :
F3SBK ; Consistence : 'MSS-MPS.
8-12" 7.5YR6/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
VFiSBK ; Consistence : Mj?.S (with coarse
2.5YR5/6 mottle).
12-36" 7.5YR6/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
VFiSBK ; Consistence : MPS (with coarse*
5YR5/8 mottle).
Parent material conglomerates may De(ïae*-withj
from 30-90".

Soil Type
Location

<

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop
Physiography
Drainage

Tulloch Silty Clay Loam.
Snake Piece, Guanaboa Vale Estate.
Sandy and gravelly terrace.
Mat.
Throughout.
o.
Ratoon cane.
Terrace.
External—poor.
Internal—very
good to 10", slow to 27" and none
below.
Nü.
See drainage.

Stoniness
Permeability
Sample
Depth
10YR3/2 (moist); Texture : SiGL ; Structure
0-5"
F3SBK ; Consistence : M F I .
5-10" Transition.
10-27" Rather faint intermottle 7.5YR6/2, 7-5YR4/4»
10YR5/4
(moist)
Texture : SiCL ;
Structure : VFViABK ; Consistence : M F I MP.
"fisYRsló,
10YR5/8
27-42" Similar intermottle :
(moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure : VFViABK;
Consistence: M F R - M F I .
Splotches,
stringers and spots of soft black shot.
In this last layer is some gravel and grit, becoming commoner with depth.

Trout Hall Sandy Clay.
Between road and railway J ml. SW.
of Trout Hall House.
Alluvio-colluvial material from tuffs,
tuffaceous shales conglomerates
and hornfels.
Almost flat.
Throughout,
o.

Soil Type
Location
Parent Material
40

Tydixon Loamy Sand.
Canoe Pound
Piece,
Tydixon
Property, Lluidas Vale 200 yds. E.
of pound.
Some kind of interior basin deposits.
Parent material never seen.

%

Map
Symbol i
VFopography
Flat.
Moisture
Dry to 20".
Erosion
i.
Vegetation or Crop Very poor flat grass pasture.
Physiography
Plateau in interior basin.
Drainage
Internal and external—both very
poor.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good to 10".
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR6/1 (dry) ; Texture : L F S ; Structure
M V i C R ; Consistence : D L .
4-10" 10YR6/1 (dry) ; Texture : L F S ; Structure :
FViSBK ; Consistence : DVS. Many fine
distinct mottles of 10YR5/3.
10-18" Colour : White ; Texture : L F S ; Structure :
Massive, breaking to single grain; Consistence : D H . Some small quartz gravel.
18-24" Coarse intermottle: 2.5YR4/6, 7.5YR6/6,
10YR8/2 ;
Texture : SC ;
Structure :
M 2 A B K ; Consistence : M F I . Still some
small quartz gravel. Becoming greyer with
depth and changing to
42-84" 10YR8/2 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
F2ABK ; Consistence : M P . No gravel.
Mottled, many coarse distinct mottles of
7.5YR6/6.

, »

95

Map
Symbol
4-12"
12-24"
58-66"

iy

Soil Type
Location

Wallens Silty Clay Loam.
350 yds. SW. of overseer's house.
In Section 6, New WorksrEstate
near Linstead.
jjp-l
Recent alluvium from Rio Magno.
Flat.-

Parent Material
Topography
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop 1st Ratooncane.
Physiography
Flood plain—first bottom.
Drainage
External—fair. Internal—fair to 27"
poor below.
Permeability
Good to 11".
Sample
Depth
0-4"
10YR4/2 (moist), 10YR6/3 (dry); Texture :
SiCL ; Structure : M3SBK ; Consistense :
MFR. Moist below \".
4-11" 10YR4/2 (moist)y Textu|e : S i C L ; Structure:
M2SBK ; C o n s i s t e n t : MFR. Some small
soft black shot.
11-27" 10YR4/2 (moist) ; Texture : SiCL ; Structure :
£ M2SBK ;
Consistence : MFR. Some
"small soft black shot and some faint very
dark brown and rust mottles.
27-55" 10YR5/6 (moist); T e x t u r e : C ; Structure:
' M i A B K ; Consistence : MP. Some small
isoft blacEshot—fine mottling of 10YR6/2
increasing with depth.

Soil Type
Location

Union. Hill Stony C l a y Union Hill, 400 ydsT^W. of 1161
Benchmark on main road.
Parent Material
Hard limestone.
Gentle slope.
Topography
Throughout,
Moisture
o.
Erosion
Vegetation or Crop Poor pasture.
Physiography
Foot of slope on plateau. Almost in
a hollow.
Fair.
Drainage
Some.
Stoniness
Poor.
Permeabüity
Sample
Depth
10YR2/2 (dry); Texture : StC ; Structure :
0-3"
M3SBK ; Consistence : D S H .
2.5Y3/2 (moist); Texture : StC j Structure :
3-9"
M3SBK ; Consistence : MFR.
9-20" 2.3Y4/4 (moist) ; Texture : StC ; Structure :
F2SBK
Consistence: MFR. Many
small shot,
20-26" 10YR5/8 (moist) ; Texture S t C ; Structure :
MP-MSS. No
M2ABK;
Consistence
shot—waxy surfaces.
Grading into
.
30-36" 2.5Y7/2 (moist); Texture : CLC ; Structure;:
M 2 A B K ; Consistence: WP-WS. SonifeS»*
large mottles of 10YR5/8 with blue black shot.
Small (3") limestone and chert throughout..
Becoming more plentiful with depth. At?
36-40" grades into hard rubbly chert*
limestone.
*|
Due to some hillwash, this profile has more dark
topsoil than usual 6-10".

VFiSBK ; Consistence : MSP.
5YR5/6 (moist); Texture : C j Structure :
F i S B K ; Consistence: MSP.
5YR6/6 (moist); Texture : C ; Structure :
VFiABK ; Consistence : MSP-MFR.
Similar right down to 58".
10YR6/6 (moist); Texture : SiC ; Structure :
FiABK;
Consistence : MFR. 'Thjs is
rotten shale parent material.
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Soil Type
Location
Parent Material
'ogmphy

Whim Sandy Loam.
Grove Farm, 150 yds. N . of buildings.
Recent alluvium from Coleburn
Moist throughout.

rc
W^^WlWff^
>P
4nd"ratoon Lacatan.
1
P^s&j0ip%0>.^:.£ Flood plain.
Dtfiinqge
» External—poor Internal—good.
§S$w!&s~'Jk"Uil.
Vèrvgood.
reiffieaWl&y^..

Depth
0-4"
yM

7.5YRg$2 (moist); Texture : SL
. J g p B K ; Consistence : MFR.
4-3 ü^lfllil&iSLfo 10 * 8 *) j Texture : L
f^^SBRr;
Consistence : MFR.

^ F ^

Structure
Structure

f^§YR4l2
(moist); Texture,: CL ; Structure :
Sy^FjcABK ; ConststenjS : MFR. Becoming
Ife^^tópttripactia^d changing gradually to
?MS$|§tó5j^öist),; Texture : CL ; Structure :
vMËmAÉÉk.'s^JtstÉeife
FMFI.

.Wildcane Sandy Loam.
S. side of road J ml. W. of Wildcane
ï.vP.O.
Sandstone beds in yellow limestone
shales.
hTappgraphy
Steep afidJSilJj*, .
Moisturi.ltThroughout.
0
Erosion* \*jL.
1. 'W^':
Vegetation oWfyop Pimento grove with short grass.
Physiograp3ffi$*%0 Hill slope.
Drainage {• ^ p - ' Good to excessive.
Stoniness iS&
Nil.
Permeabili^'
Excessive.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
7.5YR5/2 (moist) ; Texture : SL ; Structure

Waitabit Clay. ^
**
Stettin. 50 yds E. of road,
towards Freemans Hall.
Yellow limestone shales (acid shales).
Parent Material
Youthful and hilly.
Topography
Throughout.
Moisture
Erosion
IVegetation or Crop Bananas.
Physiography
Hill slope.
Drainage
Good.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Fair to good.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
7-5YR5/6 (moist) j Texture : C ; Structure :
Soil "type
Locations:

41

Map
Symbol
4-24"
24"+

• SG ; Consistence : MVFR.
7.5YR5/4 (moist) ; Texture : SL ; Structure
S G ; Consistence : MFR.
Weathered sandstone parent material.

Soil Type
Location

increase until speckled rotten rock is reached
at from 2-4'.
32

Williamsfield Clay Loam.
20 yds. below (SW.) main road
through Williamsfield.
Granodiorite.
r
Uently sloping.
Throughout.

Soil Type
Location

Wirefence Clay Loam.
50 yds. N . of Spaldings—Cave
Valley Road,
1 mile
from
Spaldings.
Tuffs, and tuffaceous shales.
Steep hills.
Below 4".

Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
Erosion
2.
Vegetation or Crop Short grass fallow, with some old
cacao and breadfruit.
Physiography
Hill slope.
Drainage
Good to excessive.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Good.
Sample
Depth
0-4"
2.5YR3/5 (dry) ; Texture : C L ; Structure :
VF3SBK ; Consistence : D F .
4-12" 2.5YR2/4 (moist) j Texture : C L ; Structure :
VF3SBK ; Consistence : M F R .
12-30* 2.5YR4/4 (moist) j Texture : CL ; Structure :
VF2SBK ; Consistence : M P .
30-72" 2.5YR4/4 (moist) ; Texture : C L ; Structure :
F2SBK ; Consistence : MVP.

Parent Material
Topography
Moisture
Erosion
1.
Vegetation or Crop Small farmers cane—poor and weedy.
Physiography
Gentle hill slope.
Drainage
Good.
Stoniness
Nil.
Permeability
Slow to fair.
Sample
Depth
5YR4/3 (moist); Texture : C L ; Structure :
0-5"
M2SBK ; Consistence : MS-MFR.
5-10" Transition.
10-30" 2.5YR4/6 (moist) ; Texture : C ; Structure :
~ C i S B K - j Consistence: M F I - M P . Gradual
increase of buff and yellow-brown speckling
with depth. May start at from 15-18" and

*%-
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